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Chapter 1

Animal Rights: A New (Non)Human Rights Revolution?

Rights are subject to evolution, if not revolution: both the transformation of currently recognized rights and the introduction of new rights altogether. Schulz and Raman (2020), p. 6.

Animal rights is an idea whose time has come.¹ This book looks at animal rights through the lens—and as a phenomenon—of new human rights.² It revisits a question once famously asked by the philosopher Paola Cavalieri: are human rights human?³ In other words, can and should animals have some of the same fundamental rights that have traditionally been reserved for humans in the guise of ‘human rights’?

Not long ago, the very notion of human rights for nonhuman animals⁴ was easily dismissed as nonsensical.⁵ After all, human rights are considered to be ‘literally the rights that one has simply because one is a human being’.⁶ On the other hand, Christopher Stone reminded us that throughout legal history, each extension of rights to some new group has been ‘a bit unthinkable’.⁷ When Olympe de Gouges (1791) and Mary Wollstonecraft (1792) first proclaimed the rights of woman in the wake of the 18th century’s declarations of the rights of man, the bold proposition that human

¹See Stucki (2020), p. 560 (noting that ‘we may presently be witnessing a new generation of legal rights in the making—legal animal rights, simple and fundamental’).
²On new human rights, see generally von Arnauld et al. (2020); Brysk and Stohl (2017); Bob (2009).
³Cavalieri (2005).
⁴Nonhuman animals will hereinafter be referred to as ‘animals’ and human animals as ‘humans’. Furthermore, when speaking of ‘animals’, what I primarily mean is sentient animals.
⁵See e.g. Schulz and Raman (2020), p. 148 (noting that the ‘notion that nonhuman animals may be awarded rights is one that many human animals have a hard time taking seriously’); Jowitt (2016), p. 72 (noting that ‘it might seem counter-intuitive to be speaking of “human rights”... for subjects who are, unequivocally, not human. One might consider it axiomatic that human rights apply exclusively to humans’).
rights might also be women’s rights was met with much the same incredulity and ridicule as animal rights are today. Indeed, Thomas Taylor (1792) responded to Wollstonecraft’s *A Vindication of the Rights of Woman* with the satire *A Vindication of the Rights of Brutes*, likening the case for women’s rights to the case for animal rights—of course intended as a *reductio ad absurdum*. Over two centuries later, we can affirmatively state that women’s rights *are* human rights, and we may ask in more earnest: are animal rights the next frontier of human rights?

1.1 Animal Rights as New Human Rights...

1.1.1 What Are Animal Rights?

Animal rights are moral and/or legal rights that protect certain aspects of an animal’s existence, well-being, intrinsic value, integrity, or other interests. The term ‘animal rights’ tends to be used differently in theory, practice, and common parlance. In a *broad* sense, it often serves as an umbrella term that covers any kind of (even marginal) protections for animals. For example, *simple* animal rights are the weak and oftentimes odd legal rights that animals may be said to have based on existing animal welfare legislation, such as a right to be slaughtered with prior stunning or a right of chicks to be killed by fast-acting methods, such as homogenisation or gassing. More commonly, however, the notion of animal rights is distinguished from animal welfare law, and conceived as a temporal successor thereof and as a substantive progression therefrom. In a *narrow* sense, then, the term ‘animal rights’ is typically reserved for a distinctive and more robust kind of normative protection in the form of basic rights, such as the right to life, liberty, and bodily integrity. These *fundamental* animal rights are strong legal rights along the lines of human rights that protect fundamental interests and are not easily overridden by countervailing considerations.

---

8 Hunt (2007), p. 18, reminds us that ‘We should not forget the restrictions placed on rights by eighteenth-century men’.
9 But see MacKinnon (2006).
10 For an overview, see Stucki and Kurki (2020).
13 See Corte Constitucional del Ecuador, Final Judgment No. 253-20-JH/22 (‘Estrellita Monkey’ case) of 27 January 2022, para 77 (noting that ‘the recognition of animals as subjects of rights constitutes the most recent phase in the development of their legal protection, which is based on the recognition of animals as living beings with an intrinsic value that makes them holders of rights’); see also Stucki (2023).
1.1 Animal Rights as New Human Rights

This book, like most of animal rights theory, is concerned with fundamental animal rights. In this sense, the idea of animal rights is about ‘universal basic rights for animals’ in virtue of their sentience or ‘selfhood’—as it were, fundamental rights that animals have *simply in virtue of being animals*. This dominant understanding echoes that of human rights—the fundamental rights that humans are said to have simply in virtue of being human—and connotes what might be cumbersonely called ‘human rights-like animal rights’. Even though animal rights theory has from its inception gravitated towards the natural rights and human rights tradition, contemporary animal rights discourse has taken a more explicit human rights turn. There is now a growing trend to frame animal rights in the language of human rights, and to assert human rights claims on behalf of animals. As a result, animal rights are today considered among an eclectic group of new human rights candidates.

1.1.2 What Are New Human Rights?

New human rights—or claims to such—are novel (contested) rights that seek to enlarge the ‘protective umbrella of human rights’ beyond the currently accepted catalogue of rights in order to address an extant protective gap or new protective need. New human rights discourses are a constant companion to the established human rights order. This is because human rights, by their very nature, are subject to evolution and revolution; they carry in them the permanent possibility of generating new human rights or extending old human rights to new right-holders. For example, women and children were once new human rights-holders, and today, the right to a healthy environment may be considered one of the newest human rights. Human rights are not static, but rather, in a perpetual state of ‘evolutionary flux’ and in ongoing need of extension, refinement, and revision. It is this

---

16 See notably Salt (1892); for an overview of the historical affinity between animal and human rights, see Fasel (2019), chapter 1.
19 See Schulz and Raman (2020), p. 37 (human rights “contain the seeds for their own expansion.” Sometimes that expansion builds upon current rights in an evolutionary way; other times it reflects the designation of a rights revolution, an expansion of the category of rights holders to a new set of people or new entities’).
20 The human right to a healthy environment was recognized by UN Human Rights Council Resolution 48/13 (8 October 2021) and UN General Assembly Resolution A/RES/76/300 (1 August 2022); on the ‘environmental rights revolution’ see Boyd (2012).
inherent dynamism that enables human rights to respond to changing social, political, ethical, or environmental needs and challenges, and therefore to meet the ‘problems that people face in a modern-day world.’

The present era is often referred to as the Anthropocene—the new human-dominated geological epoch in which humankind has become a central force in shaping the global environment, and in which the destructive and escalating impacts of human activities on planet Earth are becoming evermore manifest. In the Anthropocene era, humanity is confronted with a number of new existential risks. These stem from a cluster of interrelated environmental and health crises such as anthropogenic climate change, biodiversity loss, and zoonotic diseases—all of which are intimately linked to our destructive and exploitative relationship with animals and the wider natural world. Contemporary ‘Anthropocene problems’ are profoundly changing the ‘safe operating space’ for human rights, and may give rise to new (non)human rights at the human-animal-environment interface. It is in this specific historical context that animal rights as new human rights articulations have started to flourish—fuelled not only by an evolving sense of animal justice, but perhaps more so by an acute awareness of ecological pressures.

### 1.1.3 Are Animal Rights New Human Rights?

At present, animal rights are new human rights claims and as such ‘merely candidates for legal recognition’. Broadly speaking, we can distinguish three stages in the ‘birth process’ of a new human right: from its intellectual inception (the idea phase), to its gradual reception and consolidation in legal and political arenas (the emergence phase), to its eventual legal recognition and codification (the recognition phase). Animal rights are currently located in between the first and second stage of this ‘lengthy period of gestation’.

---

24 On the Anthropocene, see Crutzen and Stoermer (2000); Crutzen (2002); Kotzé (2019).
25 See generally Sebo (2022).
27 On the notion of a ‘safe operating space’ within the planetary boundaries framework, see Rockström et al. (2009).
28 See e.g. Chapron et al. (2019).
31 Alston (1979), p. 38 (noting that the process of recognizing a new human right is a lengthy one and involves, inter alia, ‘the perception and articulation of a need, the mobilization of support . . . and widespread acceptance of both the validity of the need and the responsibility of another party for its satisfaction’).
New human rights start out as (oftentimes fringe) discursive articulations by intellectual and political ‘norm entrepreneurs’ expressing a need to develop existing human rights law. In animal rights discourse, we can clearly discern a human rights turn—a rising trend to articulate and integrate animal rights in the language, concepts, and frameworks of human rights. In animal rights theory, a growing body of scholarship casts animal rights as a ‘necessary dialectical derivation’ or ‘logical extension of the doctrine of human rights’, and explores the continuities and interconnections between human and animal rights. Conversely, the idea of animal rights is gradually permeating human rights theory, where the ‘universal rights of animals’ are starting to be considered as a possible ‘fourth generation of human rights’. In animal rights practice, we can observe a push to have animals’ fundamental or human rights legally recognized through legislative or judicial means. For example, a citizens’ initiative in the Swiss Canton of Basel-Stadt demanded a constitutional amendment recognizing the fundamental rights of nonhuman primates (which was, however, rejected at the ballot box in 2022). Others have attempted to invoke before courts human rights on behalf of captive animals, such as the right to a fair trial, the prohibition of slavery, or—the litigation strategy of the US-based Nonhuman Rights Project—the right of habeas corpus. These activities are typical for the first, idea phase of new human rights: scholars engage in fleshing out the conceptual foundations and contours of animal rights, while strategic litigation takes first steps to attain human rights for animals in practice. Overall, the once

35 See Cochrane (2013) (viewing human and animal rights as ‘part of the same normative enterprise’ and making a case for their reconceptualization as ‘sentient rights’); Fasel (2019); Peters (2016, 2018); Kymlicka (2018); Gearty (2009); Abbey (2017); Pocar (1992).
38 See Fasel (2023); in a similar vein, the Finnish Animal Rights Law Society proposes to constitutionally recognize fundamental rights of animals. See https://www.elaintenvuoro.fi/english/.
39 Balluch v Austria App no 26180/08 (ECtHR, 4 May 2008) and Stibbe v Austria App no 26188/08 (ECtHR, 6 May 2008). The ECtHR rejected the application for incompatibility ratione personae.
40 Tilikum v Sea World 842 F Supp 2d 1259 (S.D. Cal. 2012) (the case was dismissed for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. The court held that the prohibition of slavery applies only to human beings, or persons, but not to orcas, or non-persons).
41 See, notably, Tommy v Lavery NY App Div 4 December 2014, Case No 518336 (rejecting a ‘rights paradigm for animals’ and determining that ‘a chimpanzee is not a “person” entitled to the rights and protections afforded by the writ of habeas corpus’); but see New York Court of Appeals, Tommy v Lavery and Kiko v Presti, decision of 8 May 2018, motion no 2018-268, concurring opinion Judge Fahey (stating that the question whether an animal can be entitled to release from confinement through a writ of habeas corpus will have to be addressed eventually).
quixotic idea of extending human rights to animals is gaining wider traction in the political and legal sphere.  

Moreover, marking the beginning of the next developmental phase, there is a nascent but growing global animal rights case law. Over the past decade, some pioneering courts have embarked on a path of judicial recognition of fundamental animal rights, arriving at them either through a dynamic-extensive interpretation of constitutional (human) rights or via a rights-based interpretation of animal welfare law. Most notably, courts in Argentina and Colombia have extended the fundamental right to habeas corpus, along with the underlying right to liberty, to captive animals. In another habeas corpus proceeding, the Constitutional Court of Ecuador has recognized a range of basic animal rights as part of the rights of nature. Meanwhile, the Supreme Court of India and Indian High Courts have developed a remarkable case law recognizing and fleshing out the fundamental rights of animals, such as the right to life, dignity, and freedom from torture—or the fundamental right of birds ‘to fly in the sky’. The Islamabad High Court has also affirmed a range of fundamental animal rights, and further underscored their nexus with human rights and the ‘interdependence of living beings’. Lastly, albeit more tentatively, the Swiss Federal Supreme Court has confirmed the legal possibility of fundamental

---

43 See Sparks et al. (2020), p. 149f (noting that the ‘once quixotic idea of animal rights has . . . turned into a viable legal possibility’).

44 Tercer Juzgado de Garantías de Mendoza 3 November 2016, Expte Nro P-72.254/15 (the judge held that great apes are nonhuman legal persons who possess inherent fundamental rights, such as the inalienable right to live in their habitat, to be born free, and preserve their freedom); this landmark decision was preceded by an obiter dictum in Cámara Federal de Casación Penal Buenos Aires 18 December 2014, SAJ NV9953, para 2 (expressing the view that nonhuman animals are right-holders and ought to be recognized as legal subjects).

45 Corte Suprema de Justicia 26 July 2017, AHC4806-2017 (MP: Luis Armando Tolosa Villabona) (the judge held that the constitutional right of habeas corpus, which serves to ensure the ‘supralegal’ guarantee of liberty of the person, can be extended to animals in order to safeguard their respective right to liberty); this ruling was later reversed by the Constitutional Court of Colombia 23 January 2020, Expediente T-6.480.577—Sentencia SU-016/20 (MP: Luis Guillermo Guerrero Pérez), with a noteworthy dissenting opinion by Judge Diana Fajardo Rivera.


47 See Kerala High Court 6 June 2000, AIR 2000 KER 340 (‘If humans are entitled to fundamental rights, why not animals?’, para 13); Supreme Court of India 7 May 2014, civil appeal no 5387 of 2014 (deriving a range of animal rights from the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act and, by reading them in the light of the Constitution, elevating those statutory rights to the status of fundamental rights).

48 Delhi High Court 15 May 2015, CRL MC no 2051/2015, paras 3 and 5; Gujarat High Court, Abdulkadar vs State, judgment of 12 May 2011, SCR.A/1635/2010.

49 Islamabad High Court 21 May 2020, W.P. No.1155/2019, paras 59-60 (noting that human rights are natural rights and have a ‘nexus with “life”’, which makes them available to other living beings. On this basis, the court spelled out a range of natural animal rights, notably the right to live in an environment that meets the behavioural, social and physiological needs of an animal; the right not to be treated in a manner that subjects an animal to unnecessary pain and suffering; and the right not to be tortured or unnecessarily killed); for a discussion of this judgment, see Stucki and Sparks (2020).
animal rights in principle.\textsuperscript{50} Suchlike (as yet still isolated) acts of judicial recognition of animal rights correspond with the early stages of the second, \textit{emergence phase} of new human rights. This stage is characterized by the occurrence of legal activities that are more immediately relevant to the formation of rights, such as courts corroborating the idea of extending fundamental or human rights to animals.\textsuperscript{51}

Overall, recent developments in theory and practice suggest that legal animal rights are on the horizon, and that fundamental animal rights may be emerging as a new generation of (non)human rights.\textsuperscript{52} We may thus be at the onset of the next, and perhaps most profound, human rights revolution—a \textit{nonhuman rights revolution}: the extension of old human rights to a new class of nonhuman right-holders.

However, animal rights have yet to progress into the final developmental stage of new human rights: legal recognition and codification. Until such wider institutional, political, and legal validation occurs, they remain contested claims or ‘wannabe rights’.\textsuperscript{53} Indeed, among the potpourri of new human rights claims, animal rights are particularly controversial, and contestation and opposition to them perhaps strongest.

\section*{1.2 \ldots or the End of (Old) Human Rights?}

As new human rights claims, animal rights are met with strong resistance, if not ridicule or hostility—especially by human rights scholars.\textsuperscript{54} For one thing, the ongoing expansion and proliferation of human rights has generally given cause for concern.\textsuperscript{55} Critical voices warn against such human rights inflation, as it risks undermining the currency, legitimacy, and universality of human rights.\textsuperscript{56} These

\textsuperscript{50}Swiss Federal Supreme Court, judgment of 16 September 2020, 1C_105/2019 (confirming the legal validity of a citizens’ initiative on primate rights).


\textsuperscript{52}See also Stucki (2020), p. 533, 560.

\textsuperscript{53}Hannum (2019), p. 61 (noting that these rights ‘should perhaps be called “wannabe” rights, rights whose legitimacy has not been confirmed . . . However, mere wishing or proclamation does not create law’); Susi (2020), p. 30 (noting that theoretically articulated new human rights claims move to the next “stage of contestation from the political establishment and academia”).

\textsuperscript{54}See Schulz and Raman (2020), p. 148f (noting that ‘Among the most sceptical are human rights advocates . . . This indifference or maybe even hostility toward animal rights is ironic, given that many in the animal rights movement either began their careers as human rights activists or took their inspiration from the struggle for human rights’).

\textsuperscript{55}On the phenomenon and critiques of human rights proliferation, see generally Alston (1984); Hannum (2019); Tasioulas (2019); Wellman (1999).

\textsuperscript{56}See e.g. Ignatieff (2001), p. 90 (warning that ‘rights inflation – the tendency to define anything desirable as a right – ends up eroding the legitimacy of a defensible core of rights’); Hannum (2016), p. 413, 438 (‘Human rights are on the verge of becoming a victim of their own success’); Sumner (1987), p. 15 (noting that the ‘proliferation of rights claims has devalued rights by eroding their argumentative power’).
concerns may appear even more acute with regard to animal rights, considering the sheer number—billions—of potentially entitled animals and the ensuing exponential growth of new human rights-holders and conflicts. Moreover, human rights are already under pressure. In practice, they are undermined by widespread and persistent violations, illiberal backlashes, and an implementation or theory-practice gap. In theory, human rights are an ‘essentially contestable concept’ that suffers from remarkable foundational uncertainty and are the target of penetrating critiques and challenges. As one commentator has put it, ‘Virtually everything encompassed by the notion of “human rights” is the subject of controversy’, and as a recent review of human rights theory has concluded, there is a ‘diversity of positions . . . with no prevailing philosophical view even on fundamental issues like what a human right is’.

Amidst the plethora of problems, one seemingly banal assumption has remained relatively uncontested and operative in most of human rights discourse: that human rights are human, i.e., rights held by human beings simply in virtue of their humanity. In this respect, animal rights obviously differ from other new human rights claims in that they aim at a rights expansion not within but beyond the human species. Animal rights thus challenge a (perhaps the) core axiom of human rights, which may be perceived as a further corrosive trend undermining the viability of human rights. Indeed, against the gloomy backdrop of talk of an ‘endtimes of human rights’ or a ‘post-human rights era’, the very idea of taking the ‘human’ out of human rights and introducing some form of dehumanized, post- or nonhuman

---

57 In this vein Glendon (1991), p. xi (cautioning that a ‘rapidly expanding catalog of rights’—extending to animals and trees—would problematically multiply the sites of collision and risk ‘trivializing core democratic values’).
58 Against this backdrop, the result of promoting new human rights ‘may be simply to expand the number of rights that are routinely ignored’. Hannum (2019), p. 79.
60 See e.g. Sen (2004), p. 315f (noting that the idea of human rights is seen by many as ‘foundationally dubious’ and met with ‘intellectual scepticism about its conceptual soundness’); Hoffmann (2006), p. 404 (noting that the foundations of human rights are commonly ‘only hazily assumed, rather than clearly articulated’).
61 For a discussion of different human rights critiques, see O’Connell (2018); Dembour (2017); Chandler (2016).
65 Hopgood (2013).
67 See e.g. Lafont (2016).
68 On the ‘dehumanization of human rights’—the process of articulating claims of non-humans ‘with concepts, language, and standards borrowed from human rights discourse’—in the context of corporate human rights, see generally Isiksel (2016) (noting, inter alia, that ‘human rights are in the process of being appropriated to protect transnational corporations.’ Ibid., p. 297); Grear (2007) (critically interrogating the ‘corporate colonisation of human rights’).
1.3 Something Old and Something New: One Rights

In a nutshell, this book submits that (some) human rights can and should be extended to animals, and advocates the recognition of animal rights as new human rights. It argues that there are compelling conceptual, principled, and prudential reasons for modernizing and expanding the human rights paradigm anew, and for including animals in its protective ambit. Ultimately, this book advances a holistic understanding of human and animal rights as part of the same family of fundamental rights: One Rights, indivisible and interdependent.

The novel term ‘One Rights’ is proposed here as a normative companion to the scientific One Health approach. One Rights encapsulates the union of (old) human rights and animal rights, promoting a holistic framework for the protection of life and health in all domains.

This book seeks to defend animal rights against both the conceptual objection (which maintains that only humans can, and animals cannot, have human rights) and the practical objection (which maintains that only humans should, and animals should not, have human rights). It argues that the inclusion of animals under the human rights paradigm is justified on both philosophical and practical grounds; that is, it is conceptually sound and politically warranted for both principled and prudential reasons. In other words, this book seeks to show that human rights need not be predicated on the exclusion of animals, and that tending to animal rights may ultimately help save human rights.

70 On this concern (and its refutation), see generally Wills (2020).
71 See Kymlicka (2018), p. 777 (observing a ‘marked trend in the past decade to reassert species hierarchy within the theory and practice of human rights’ in an effort to preserve human rights).
72 On One Health, see Zinsstag et al. (2021); One Rights was first proposed by Stucki and Sparks (2020) (noting that ‘Increasing awareness of the interconnectedness of human, animal and health has paved the way for a more comprehensive approach to public health’).
rights and (new) animal rights under a shared normative framework. On this understanding, animal rights are located not alongside or below human rights, but form an integral part of an updated and broadened conception of (post-)human rights. As will become clear throughout this book, the One Rights approach is based on the idea that, for all their nuances and differences, human rights and animal rights share a deep conceptual kinship and practical interdependence. The One Rights approach asserts that in a conceptual sense, human rights are animal rights and animal rights are human rights, and that in a practical sense, protecting human and animal rights in concert promises to yield better outcomes for humans, animals, and their shared planetary home.

1.4 Approach and Structure of the Book

This book brings together the seemingly disparate theories of human and animal rights, and consolidates them under a novel One Rights paradigm. It approaches the question whether animals can and should have human rights through an extensive interrogation of contemporary human rights philosophy and the justifications most commonly advanced therein. The animal question raises foundational issues about the nature and grounds of human rights. ‘What are human rights, after all?’—and why do all (and only) humans have them? These questions are surprisingly difficult to answer, not least because the concept of human rights is highly indeterminate and ‘nearly criterionless’.

Human rights law—the legal field dealing with institutionalized human rights—is of little avail in finding answers to these fundamental questions. Perhaps because human rights are today so firmly entrenched in international and constitutional law, lawyers take the institution of human rights for granted and rarely feel the need to reflect on its foundations. As Samantha Besson notes, legal scholars tend to treat human rights as axiomatic or ‘self-justificatory, an irreducible value that is not in need of further justification’. Rather than looking to human rights law, the animal question leads us deep into human rights philosophy, which is tasked with justifying—giving reasons—for human rights.

The philosophical landscape of human rights is marked by a bifurcation into naturalistic and political conceptions. Briefly put, naturalistic conceptions contemplate human rights as inherent moral rights deriving from some abstract human

ecosystem health has led to an integrative One Health (or One Welfare) approach in the natural sciences. Perhaps the time has come for a corresponding, holistic “One Rights” approach in law: human rights are animal rights, and animal rights are human rights”).

76 See Besson (2018), p. 23, 25; see also Sen (2004), p. 318 (noting that the ‘difficult questions regarding ... human rights arise in the domain of ideas, before ... legalization occurs’).
nature, whereas political conceptions centre on the practical functions of human rights as derived from concrete political practice. While naturalistic and political conceptions of human rights are often cast as opposing theoretical accounts, there is good reason to think that this dichotomy might be overdrawn.\(^{77}\) Matthew Liao and Adam Etinson argue that naturalistic and political conceptions can be seen as mutually complementing rather than incompatible theories, since they address different aspects of human rights that do not necessarily overlap.\(^{78}\) Indeed, naturalistic conceptions are primarily concerned with the nature and grounds of human rights (and with the innate qualities of their individual holders), whereas political conceptions are primarily concerned with the functional role of human rights (and the institutional dimension of their protection).

For the purposes of this book, it seems sensible to adopt a pluralistic approach that takes into account both naturalistic and political conceptions of human rights, in order to fathom both the conceptual and practical side of the animal question. Naturalistic theories, which analyse human rights in terms of their conceptual nature, are more pertinent for illuminating the conceptual issue whether animals can have human rights, whereas political theories, which explain human rights in terms of their practical functions, are more instructive for evaluating whether there are good practical reasons for affording animals human rights. Accordingly, this book pursues a two-pronged analysis that looks at animal rights through the lens of both naturalistic and political theories of human rights. In doing so, it takes a parsimonious approach that is agnostic to the issue of which conception of human rights is correct.\(^{79}\) The aim of this book is not to determine the ‘true’ meaning of human rights, but rather, to examine whether animal rights can and should be an integral part of human rights, however properly understood.

**Chapter 2** deals with the conceptual question whether animals *can* have human rights. It examines a range of naturalistic human rights theories in terms of their potential for providing a conceptual home for animal rights. It distinguishes between exceptionalist and non-exceptionalist conceptions of human rights: two families of naturalistic theories—resting on either ‘old’ or ‘new humanism’—that differ in terms of their investment in human exceptionalism and their exclusiveness towards animals. As will be shown, the demarcation from and exclusion of animals is conceptually built-in to the first, exceptionalist conceptions, whereas the second, non-exceptionalist conceptions are only incidentally exclusive but conceptually open to animals. This chapter ultimately argues that the modern human rights paradigm is one of accidental yet inherent transspecies inclusivity, and therefore need not, indeed cannot consistently, be limited to the human species.

**Chapter 3** addresses the practical question whether animals *should* have human rights through the lens of political conceptions and the functions they commonly attribute to human rights. This chapter argues that extending human rights to animals

---

\(^{77}\) See generally Liao and Etinson (2012); Horn (2016).

\(^{78}\) See Liao and Etinson (2012), p. 343.

\(^{79}\) I thank Sergio Dellavalle for pointing this out.
is politically warranted for both principled (intrinsic) and prudential (instrumental) reasons. As a matter of justice, animals deserve and need human rights as a normative response to their experiences of violence, discrimination, and oppression. Moreover, animal rights also serve the indirect function of alleviating some of the gravest human rights threats such as dehumanization and environmental crises, and so have beneficial effects for humans too. This chapter thus challenges the dominant narrative of a principally antagonistic relationship between human and animal rights, and recasts it as one of synergism and interdependence. It argues that in light of their socio-political and ecological interconnectedness, human and animal rights are best protected in concert.

Chapter 4 synthesizes the insights drawn from naturalistic and political justifications of human and animal rights, and outlines the holistic One Rights approach as a new (post-)human rights paradigm for the Anthropocene.

Lastly, an important caveat is in order. The goal of this book is to introduce the novel concept of One Rights, and to substantiate its theoretical foundations along the dominant strands of human rights theory. In doing so, this book seeks to take the first steps towards a post-anthropocentric paradigm shift in the traditionally anthropocentric terrain of human rights. What this book does not aspire to do, however, is to develop a full-fledged and detailed account of One Rights as a legal paradigm. This would include, for example, an examination of what particular (human and nonhuman) right-holders hold which specific rights, what legal mechanisms may serve to resolve rights conflicts, and by what means to operationalize legal institutionalization, implementation, and enforcement. These questions are beyond the scope of this book, and may hopefully be the subject of future research.80
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Chapter 2
Naturalistic Conceptions of Human and Animal Rights: From Human Exceptionalism to Transspecies Universalism

Human rights in the real world are proving far less attached to their Enlightenment baggage than are the intellectuals who guard its theory. MacKinnon (2000), p. 711.

This chapter investigates whether the extension of human rights to animals can be placed on a sound conceptual footing. Can (nonhuman) animals have human rights? The starting point of this inquiry is the ‘traditional’ or ‘orthodox’ understanding of human rights, which is the naturalistic conception. This much can be said already: considering the contested nature and philosophical foundations of human rights, there cannot be a simple, let alone single, answer to the animal question.

2.1 Setting the Stage for the ‘Theater of Human Law’

Human rights are most commonly understood as inherent and universal fundamental rights that every human being has simply in virtue of being human. This is called the naturalistic conception, because—like the idea of natural rights—it derives human rights from human nature and justifies them with reference to some essential

1 Raz (2010), p. 323.
4 Tercer Juzgado de Garantías de Mendoza 3 November 2016, Expte Nro P-72.254/15 (noting that animals are currently ‘involuntary actors in the theater of human law’, and that extending to them fundamental rights is ‘the best act of inclusion’ we can do).
5 See, paradigmatically, Gewirth (1982b), p. 41 (‘We may assume, as true by definition, that human rights are rights that all persons have simply insofar as they are human’); Griffin (2001), p. 2 (‘A human right is one that a person has, not in virtue of any special status or relation to others, but simply in virtue of being human’); for an analysis of the commonplace formula ‘simply in virtue of being human’, see Fasel (2018); Gardner (2008).
feature of humanity.\(^6\) Virtually all naturalistic conceptions operate under the (often-times implicit and seemingly self-evident) assumption that ‘being human’ is both a necessary and sufficient condition for having human rights.\(^7\) That is, human rights are naturally thought of as rights that belong to \emph{all} and \emph{only} humans \emph{because} they are human.\(^8\)

From the outset, human rights is a firmly \emph{humanist} (human-centred, i.e., anthropocentric)\(^9\) project whose foundational-justificational nexus to humanity appears both radically \emph{inclusive} as regards all humans (qua being human) and, simultaneously, \emph{exclusive} as regards all other animals (qua being nonhuman).\(^10\) Notwithstanding this \emph{prima facie} ‘exclusive nature’ of human rights,\(^11\) the question remains whether a necessary conceptual rather than a merely conventional\(^12\) or even arbitrary link exists between human rights and humanity. As we will see, the degree and (inherent or incidental) nature of exclusivity infused into human rights largely depends on the underlying conception of human nature that informs any given naturalistic theory.

\(^6\)See Pollmann (2014), p. 121; Raz (2010), p. 323 (noting that naturalistic theories generally rely ‘on no contingent fact except laws of nature, the nature of humanity and that the right-holder is a human being’); the naturalistic conception is often described as a ‘modernized, secularized form of natural rights’ (Cruft et al. (2015), p. 2). See e.g. Tasioulas (2012a), p. 26 (noting ‘strong continuities between human rights and the traditional idea of natural rights’); Nickel (2007), p. 12 (human rights as ‘the recycling and updating of old ideas within a new, transnational context’).

\(^7\)See Pollmann (2014), p. 126 (noting the self-evident and central presupposition that ‘one has to belong to the human species to be a bearer of human rights’).

\(^8\)See e.g. Edmundson (2012), p. 154 (‘Human rights, one would think, are rights possessed by all (and only) humans, who possess these rights simply in virtue of their humanity’); van Duffel (2013), p. 49 (noting that ‘Intuitions regarding human rights ... are that \emph{all} and \emph{only} human beings have human rights’); Beauchamp (2011), p. 205 (‘The natural reading of “human rights” is rights for humans only’); a notable exception is Feinberg (1973), p. 85, who defines human rights as ‘generically moral rights of a fundamentally important kind held equally by all human beings, unconditionally and unalterably’ while emphasizing that this definition ‘includes the phrase “\emph{all} human beings” but does not say “\emph{only} human beings,” so that a human right held by animals is not excluded by definition’.

\(^9\)If humanism is the ‘philosophy of which man is the center and sanction’ (Lamont (1997), p. 12), it is anthropocentric by definition; on the ‘philosophical speciesism’ and anthropocentrism permeating the discourse of human rights, see generally Gearty (2009, 2010); Naffine (2012), p. 88; Grear (2011), p. 24ff.

\(^10\)See Cavalieri (2001), p. 70; Corbey (2013), pp. 67–69 (noting that humanist ‘discourse on human rights ... proclaimed a new, more inclusive demarcation of morally respectable beings by a continuing exclusion of others’).


\(^12\)cf. Stone (1972), p. 453 (noting that ‘We are inclined to suppose the rightlessness of rightless “things” to be a decree of Nature, not a legal convention acting in support of some status quo’).
2.2 Who Is the ‘Human’ of Human Rights?

To further explore the nexus between human rights and human nature, we need to inquire into the operative understanding of ‘being human’ (simply in virtue of which human rights are had).13 As James Griffin has noted, ‘there is little agreement about the relevant sense of “human”’,14 and accordingly, naturalistic accounts tend to gesture towards different manifestations of ‘the human’. Two distinctions are to be made in particular: first, between biological and essentialist understandings of ‘being human’ and second, between exceptionalist and non-exceptionalist conceptions of humanness.

2.2.1 The ‘Biological Human’ and the ‘Essential Human’

William Edmundson points out that the phrase ‘human rights’ is ambiguous and can be understood to mean ‘those rights belonging to human beings as such’ or ‘those rights paradigmatically attributed to human beings in virtue of their possessing important characteristics and capacities’.15 This ambiguity translates to a distinction between a direct, purely biological and an indirect, essentialist or placeholder sense of ‘being human’.

In the first sense, ‘being human’ simply refers to the biological fact of being born a human. Biological humanness is typically relied upon for practical—and especially legal—purposes, as it offers a clear-cut criterion for operationalizing the normative imperative that ‘all members of the species Homo sapiens’ must be human rights-holders.16 This finds paradigmatic expression in the preamble of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which recognizes the equal and inalienable rights of ‘all members of the human family’. While the biological human may conveniently serve as the embodied locus of human rights, it does not provide an adequate basis for the philosophical purposes of justifying human rights. Justificatory theories are tasked with clarifying the complex relationship between human rights and human nature. As Jack Donnelly puts it, ‘How does being human give one rights?’17 The biologistic determination merely asserts that all humans have human rights, but does not proffer (or even purport to offer) a philosophical justification of human rights and

13Paradigmatically Tasioulas (2012b), p. 37 (‘human rights are rights possessed by all human beings (however properly characterized)’ (emphasis added)).
reasons as to why (all and only) humans have them. Moreover, it is today widely accepted that purely biological facts—such as ‘race’, sex, or species membership—are normatively irrelevant and cannot per se justify differential treatment. To avoid the well-established charge of (unqualified) speciesism, justificatory theories will thus typically attempt to adhere to some form of species neutrality requirement, according to which an ‘adequate account of right-holding should provide a criterion that does not in principle exclude any being simply on the basis of their species’.

Rather than relying on a purely biological sense of being human, most naturalistic accounts refer to something else: the essential human. For essentialist naturalistic theories, ‘being human’ serves as a convenient, albeit not quite accurate and somewhat misleading shorthand for some other essential quality that is possessed by all (and/or only) humans and is normatively relevant for grounding human rights. Human rights, so justified, are thus actually ‘human qua X’ rights, with X signifying some essential human (and human rights-relevant) property. However, if ‘being human’ is merely a placeholder for a rights-grounding essential human feature, this begs the question: which aspect of human nature is it that grounds human rights?

---

18 See Bilchitz (2009), p. 52f (noting that this kind of biologistic ‘reasoning is wholly unpersuasive’, as it ‘involves simple assertion without justifying why the category of homo sapiens is sufficient to determine worth and the type of treatment human beings are to be accorded’).

19 See e.g. Nino (1991), p. 35 (noting that ‘it is difficult to see how a purely biological fact... could be morally relevant. That would be similar to the racist standpoint’); Liao (2012), p. 276 (noting that ‘membership in the class of human beings is more like membership in a racial group in being a purely biological relation’); Bilchitz (2009), p. 53 (arguing that speciesism is an unjustifiable prejudice akin to racism and sexism).

20 ‘Speciesism... is a prejudice or attitude of bias in favor of the interests of members of one’s own species and against those of members of other species.’ Singer (1995), p. 6.

21 Cruft et al. (2015), p. 9; Liao (2010), p. 162 (noting that justifications of human rights should ‘meet the Species Neutrality Requirement so as to not be speciesist’).

22 Naturalistic accounts of human rights are typically essentialist, in that they operate under an essentialist mode of reasoning which assumes that ‘the human’ has a true and essential nature, a metaphysical essence, that determines what it essentially means to be human. See Naffine (2012), p. 69f.

23 Paradigmatically Griffin (2008), p. 34f (‘“Human” cannot... mean simply being a member of the species Homo sapiens... by the word “human” in the phrase “human rights” we should mean, roughly, a functioning human agent’); see also Miller (2015), p. 234 (noting that ‘it is somewhat misleading to say that being human is the ground of human rights... The ground of human rights is rather the feature, universally possessed by human beings, that justifies these rights’).

24 The universalist formula that ‘all humans have human rights’ is thus the conclusion of an enthymeme (the unstated major premise is that human rights are grounded in X; the stated conclusion is that all humans have X; the stated premise is that all humans have X; the stated conclusion is that all humans have human rights); according to Pollmann (2014), p. 127, this kind of reasoning is bound to be circular, because the conclusion is already presupposed in the premises. That is, X in premise 1 is determined in a manner that is predetermined by premise 2, in order to reach the desired conclusion—the conclusion thus shaping the major premise from the outset.
2.2 Who Is the ‘Human’ of Human Rights?

2.2.2 The ‘Exceptional Human’ and the ‘Typical Human’

In identifying a rights-grounding essential human feature, naturalistic theories may either reference what might be called the ‘exceptional human’ or the ‘typical human’. That is, they may rely on a particular aspect of either unique or ordinary human nature. Generally speaking, and drawing on dehumanization psychology, there are two distinct conceptions of human nature that differ in terms of their investment in the idea of human exceptionalism. We may call them the exceptionalist and non-exceptionalist conceptions of human nature. The exceptionalist conception describes a special human nature; it defines uniquely human properties that are believed to separate humans from animals. Nick Haslam calls this the ‘comparative sense of humanness’, as it determines human nature relative to (a definitionally distinct) animal nature. The second, non-exceptionalist conception captures human nature simpliciter; it defines typically human characteristics that are central to humans, regardless of whether these features are shared with other animals or not. This non-comparative sense of humanness is thus irrelative to animal nature and also indifferent to human exceptionality.

Accordingly, depending on the underlying conception of human nature, there is an important distinction to be made among essentialist naturalistic theories (in which ‘human’ serves as a placeholder for some essential truth about human nature): between exceptionalist conceptions of human rights (identifying some essential metaphysical or rationalist truth about extraordinary human nature) and non-exceptionalist conceptions (identifying some essential materialist or anthropological truth about ordinary human nature). Exceptionalist conceptions ground human rights in unique human nature and justify human rights with reference to some special human property, typically relating to the rational nature of humans. By contrast, non-exceptionalist conceptions ground human rights in typical human nature and justify human rights with reference to some empirical (and more profane) aspect of the conditio humana, such as basic needs, interests, capabilities, or vulnerability.

In the following sections, I will more closely examine these two families of naturalistic theories with regard to their exclusive or potentially inclusive implications for animals. As may already be intuited, the exclusivity or inclusivity of human rights varies greatly between these two strands of naturalistic theories, and is ultimately predetermined by the underlying conception of (unique or typical) human nature.

---

25The psychological study of dehumanization is relevant in this context, because all phenomena of dehumanization minimally involve the ‘denial of humanness’, and therefore require a clear understanding of ‘what constitutes humanness’. See Haslam (2014), p. 35f.
26On these two distinct senses of humanness, see generally Haslam (2006).
28See also Pollmann (2014), p. 123f (distinguishing among naturalistic theories between metaphysical/theological, rationalist/transcendental, and materialistic/anthropological accounts).
2.3 Exceptionalist Conceptions of Human Rights and the Decline of Old Humanism

2.3.1 Overview

The first, more senior family of essentialist naturalistic theories grounds human rights in a rationalist notion of unique human nature. Exceptionalist conceptions are based on a rationalist-humanist view that emphasizes human specialness, and subscribe to an abstract image of ‘the human’ as animal rationale whose capacity for reason sets her (or rather, him) apart from animals. Paradigmatically, Margaret MacDonald states that ‘Reason is the great leveller or elevator’ and that it is by having the natural quality of being rational that ‘men resemble each other and differ from the brutes.’ The justifications advanced for human rights revolve around a cluster of interrelated, rationality- and autonomy-based concepts, such as personhood, the capacity for moral agency (i.e., the ‘capacity to act in light of moral reasons’), or human dignity. What these justificatory approaches have in common is that they typically single out some variant of the rational nature of humans as the essential feature which grounds human rights of all (and only) human beings.

For example, Alan Gewirth bases human rights on ‘the necessary conditions of human action’, and holds that they pertain equally to ‘all humans who have the

---

29 As critical scholars point out, ‘the “man” of human rights is literally a Western white middle-class man who . . . has stamped his image on law and human rights and has become the measure of all things and people.’ Douzinas (2000), p. 165.

30 See Naffine (2012), p. 83; Murphy (2011), p. 575 (noting that ‘strains of religious, secular, existential, and Marxist humanism have tended to circumscribe the category of the human with reference to the themes of reason, autonomy, judgment, and freedom’); Schulz & Raman (2020), p. 149 (noting that traditional naturalistic theories hold that ‘not only are humans higher in importance than animals but that animals lack the qualities, such as reason or inherent dignity, that would make them eligible for rights in the first place’).

31 MacDonald (1984), p. 25; similarly, Maritain (2011), p. 66, 100 (stating that the human person ‘is an animal gifted with reason’ and that ‘Man is an animal . . . but unlike other animals . . . He exists not merely physically; there is in him a richer and nobler existence; he has spiritual superexistence through knowledge’).

32 The legal and philosophical concept of personhood is ambiguous and elusive. Grounding human rights in personhood may thus further complicate, rather than resolve, the matter of finding a coherent justificatory basis for human rights. See Ohlin (2005), pp. 248f (arguing that ‘Personhood is a placeholder for deeper concepts that ground our moral intuitions about human rights. Consequently, human rights arguments are obscured by their reliance on the concept of the person.’ He further notes that ‘if the concept of the person is deployed as a mere placeholder for a conclusion, it cannot simultaneously serve as a reason for granting rights, on pain of circularity.’ Ibid., p. 218).


34 See Cochrane (2013), p. 660 (noting that it is commonly held that human rights ‘identify and protect something special and unique about humanity’); Tasioulas (2012a), p. 13 (noting that ‘Our capacity to choose and pursue a conception of the good life is the relevant dimension along which the human rights tradition regards humanity as set apart from non-human animals’).
minimal degree of *rationality needed for action*.”

James Griffin notes that ‘Human life is different from the life of other animals’ in that humans are agents with a conception of, and the mental abilities to pursue, a good life. On his account, human rights are protections of ‘our normative agency’ or of an ‘essential feature of personhood’, and grounded in two basic human interests: autonomy and liberty.

Carl Wellman also starts from the observation that ‘Normal adult human beings differ from all the other beings known to us in a way that commands our respect’, and that there ‘is something about human nature . . . that confers upon human beings a very special moral status.’ On this basis, he identifies ‘practical reason’ and ‘the capacity for moral action’ of any normal adult human being’ as a necessary condition for the possession of human rights.

### 2.3.2 Programmatic Exclusivity

Exceptionalist conceptions of human rights are reflective and expressive of traditional, *anthropocentric* humanism—what has been variously called ‘human supremacism’, ‘human chauvinism’, ‘species-narcissism’, ‘human racism’ or, more generally, ‘speciesism’ and ‘anthropocentrism’. Old humanism is underpinned by a ‘belief in human exceptionality’ and thus foundationally invested in the idea of human exceptionalism—the ‘ideological belief system of human supremacy’ that considers humans fundamentally distinct from and superior

---

36 Griffin (2008), p. 32f.
37 Griffin (2010), p. 345f (emphasis added).
38 Griffin (2012), p. 10 (‘The two basic human interests grounding human rights . . . are the two constituents of normative agency: autonomy and liberty’).
40 According to Weitzenfeld and Joy (2014), p. 5, the dominant tradition of humanism since the Enlightenment can be characterized as anthropocentric humanism ‘due to its ideological commitment to conceptualizing human being over and against animal being’.
41 Kymlicka (2018); Patterson (2002), p. 3ff (‘human supremacy’).
42 Routley and Routley (1979); Cavalieri (2001), p. 70.
44 Eckersley (1998), p. 169 (understood as ‘systematic prejudice against nonhuman species’).
45 Weitzenfeld and Joy (2014), p. 4 (defining anthropocentrism as ‘a belief system, an ideology of human supremacy that advocates privileging humans’ and ‘functions to maintain the centrality and priority of human existence’).
to animals.\textsuperscript{47} Exceptionalist accounts inherit old humanism’s commitment to human exceptionalism, and—whether explicitly or implicitly—inSCRIBE the exclusion of animals into the conceptual fabric of human rights. This is because they rest on an image of (unique) human nature that is precisely constructed in contradistinction to animals as the antithetical other, where animals serve only as ‘markers and evidence of human distinctiveness and elevation.’\textsuperscript{48} Given this built-in demarcation from animals, exceptionalist conceptions of human rights demarcate a nearly impenetrable zone of exclusivity around humans.\textsuperscript{49}

Even so, there exists a certain grey area at the margins of human rights so conceived. Many exceptionalist accounts (especially of the strictly rationalist variant) are facially non-speciesist, in that they advance capacity- rather than species-based justifications of human rights.\textsuperscript{50} For example, Matthew Liao considers it a virtue of his account ‘that it allows virtually all human beings to be rightholders \textit{without being speciesist}.’ This is because it ‘allows non-human entities such as aliens, possibly Great Apes \ldots to be rightholders, if these entities have the physical (usually genetic) basis for moral agency.’\textsuperscript{51} Similarly, James Griffin makes room for the (hypothetical) possibility of other-than-human creatures having the high intelligence necessary for moral agency: ‘If so, we should have to consider how human rights would have to be adapted to fit them.’\textsuperscript{52} Suchlike theoretical concessions to species-neutrality gesture towards a certain (albeit low) degree of permeability that could possibly allow for some highly intelligent animals (such as great apes or whales)\textsuperscript{53} to break through the programmatic exclusivity of human rights. In reality, however, these rationality-based justifications of human rights set such a high and


\textsuperscript{48}Rossello (2016), p. 752 (calling this ‘inclusive exclusion’, whereby animals are simultaneously \textit{included} in the construal of a special human identity and \textit{excluded} from the higher normative status so construed); MacKinnon (2005), p. 266 (calling this ‘definition-by-distinction’); Weitzenfeld and Joy (2014), p. 7 (noting that anthropocentric humanism is engaged in a ‘boundary project of delimiting “the human” from “the animal” \ldots in which what is essential to and valuable about humanity is defined by what all animal others lack’); see generally Horkheimer and Adorno (2002), p. 203f (‘Throughout European history the idea of the human being has been expressed in contradistinction to the animal. The latter’s lack of reason is the proof of human dignity. So insistently and unanimously has this antithesis been recited \ldots that few other ideas are so fundamental to Western anthropology’).

\textsuperscript{49}On the exclusivity of old humanist—or Aristocratic—human rights accounts, see also Fasel (2019b), p. 94f.

\textsuperscript{50}For example, for an application of Gewirth’s agency account to animal agents, see Jowitt (2020).


\textsuperscript{52}Griffin (2008), p. 32.

\textsuperscript{53}See e.g. D’Amato and Chopra (1991), p. 21, 27 (making a ‘minimal case’ for extending the single most fundamental human right—the right to life—to whales, notably because whales are a species ‘that scientists speculate has higher than human intelligence’).
anthropocentric bar that, de facto, only (but likely not all) humans as real-world entities will qualify as right-holders.\(^{54}\)

### 2.3.3 Problems of Exceptionalist Accounts

Exclusive accounts of human rights that rely on human exceptionalism in the form of agency, rationality, or dignity are vulnerable to a range of well-known problems and objections.

#### 2.3.3.1 Strictly Rationalist Accounts and the Problem of Marginal Cases

First of all, rationalist justifications of human rights face the obvious problem that not all humans are rational agents (so-called ‘marginal cases’). Lack of rationality and agency is an inevitable part of the human condition, with infants not possessing such capacities yet, people with severe dementia not anymore, and some mentally severely impaired humans never possessing them at all. Human rights exceptionalism thus collides with empirical reality, which is populated by people who do not conform to the ‘exaggerated caricature’ of the human as ‘rational, self-directing, wholly autonomous individual possessing moral agency’.\(^{55}\)

The problem here is that the ‘human’ in human rights serves as a placeholder for an essential feature that likely only, but certainly not all human beings actually possess. Rationalist accounts thus run the risk of being under-inclusive, since strictly speaking, many humans (along with animals) would not qualify to have human rights.\(^{56}\) As Henry McCloskey has so bluntly put it, ‘even if the theory of natural law could be established . . . infants, lunatics and idiots are not subject to it as rational agents any more than is an intelligent dog or ape.’\(^{57}\) Indeed, some rationalist theorists bring this ‘undesirable consequence’\(^{58}\) to its logical conclusion, by

---

\(^{54}\) cf. Frey (1988), p. 199 (noting that using ‘human-centred criteria’ for determining normative status might be considered ‘indirect speciesist’); Fjellstrom (2002), p. 70 (noting that reliance on ‘human-centred validational tools’ is speciesist to the extent that ‘they are construed to yield arguments that assure ethical precedence for humans’).

\(^{55}\) Quinn and Arstein-Kerslake (2012), p. 37; see also Douzinas (2000), p. 237 (noting that the ‘legal subject is the caricature of the real person, a cartoon-like figure which, as all caricature, exaggerates certain features and characteristics and totally misses others’); Fineman (2008), p. 19 (noting that rationalist law is ‘built upon myths of autonomy and independence and thus fails to reflect the vulnerable as well as dependent nature of the human condition’).


\(^{57}\) McCloskey (1965), p. 124.

\(^{58}\) Nino (1991), p. 36 (noting that a rationalist grounding of human rights has the ‘undesirable consequence’ that, because ‘the properties in question are not of an “all-or-nothing” but of a gradual
asserting that not all humans are human right-holders. For example, James Griffin concludes that it seems best ‘to reserve the term “human rights” for normative agents’ and that ‘human rights should not be extended to infants, to patients in an irreversible coma or with advanced dementia, or to the severely mentally defective’. Likewise, Carl Wellman submits that ‘one can and should accept the conclusion that only human beings defined not as members of a biological species but in the morally relevant sense as persons with the normal human capacities for moral action could possess any moral human right.’

While the exclusion of human and animal non-agents alike may be philosophically consistent under a strictly rationalist conception, human rights are then really not human (qua human) rights, but rather, (partly human qua) agent or person rights. This ‘elitist outlook’ is hardly the best explanation of the modern human rights paradigm. Not only is it widely considered morally reprehensible, as it underruns the protective reach of human rights to some of society’s most vulnerable, non-paradigmatic members such as children, the elderly, or mentally disabled people. Strictly rationalist accounts are also at odds with our ordinary and codified understanding of universal human rights as rights that every human being has irrespective of her individual particularities, including physical or mental (dis)abilities. The disconnect between rationalist justifications of human rights and contemporary human rights law is particularly apparent with regard to the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities or the UN Convention on

kind . . . human beings would be entitled to rights of different degrees according to their rationality’.

See van Duffel (2013), p. 48 (noting that faced with the ‘obvious objection that not all human beings are agents . . . some theorists have simply bitten the bullet and maintained that not all human beings, only agents, have rights’).

Griffin (2008), p. 94f (further stating that ‘We should see children as acquiring rights in stages—the stages in which they acquire agency’).


See Cruft et al. (2015), p. 12 (noting that ‘Instead of justifying the existence of rights that all human beings possess qua human being, they justify something different: rights that all persons possess qua persons’); Buchanan (2011), p. 213f (‘If “humanity” refers to personhood . . . then we might decide that what we have called human rights would be more accurately called persons’ rights.’).


See Masferrer and García-Sánchez (2016), p. 5 (noting that ‘The legal system aims to ensure respect for the basic rights of individuals, not because they are intelligent or particularly skilled or talented, but just because of their human condition’); Dupré (2015), p. 22 (noting that human rights law aims to include ‘all human beings within its protective scope, regardless of the degree of self-awareness of their humanity or their ability to take rational decisions affecting their life or death’).

See e.g. Quinn and Arstein-Kerslake (2012), p. 38ff.
the Rights of the Child (which stresses not children’s potentiality for agency but their vulnerability\textsuperscript{67}).\textsuperscript{68}

2.3.3.2 Generically Rationalist Accounts and the Problem of (Qualified) Speciesism

If lack of rationality is not accepted as a reason for pre-, post-, or never-rational humans not to have human rights, how can human rights be denied to animals on those very grounds? At this juncture, rationalist accounts run into the problem of (in)consistency, as has been abundantly pointed out by the argument from marginal cases or species overlap.\textsuperscript{69} The logic of the argument goes as follows: to the extent that the cognitive abilities of some human and nonhuman animals are the same or similar, the principle of equal treatment\textsuperscript{70} requires either excluding, together with animals, such humans that do not meet the rationality criterion, or (if the latter are included) to equally waive the rationality-prerequisite for animals with comparable cognitive constitutions.\textsuperscript{71}

Faced with this ‘unpalatable dilemma’,\textsuperscript{72} defenders of exceptionalist human rights (of all and only humans) frequently put forward that, whether actually present in an individual or not, the capacity for agency or rationality constitutes a generic feature of humans. According to this line of argument, what matters is that human beings normally or potentially possess the capacity for rationality, and belonging to the kind of beings that typically have the human rights-relevant properties is sufficient for having human rights.\textsuperscript{73} I will not reiterate the many meticulous

\textsuperscript{67}As pointed out by Griffin (2008), p. 85.
\textsuperscript{68}See also Kymlicka (2018), p. 778; even with regard to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights—despite its rationalistic overtone—the ‘majority of the drafters had come to see the phrase “endowed with reason and conscience” as problematic … The drafters had good reasons for not wanting to make the possession of reason and conscience a prerequisite for having inalienable rights’. Morsink (1999), p. 299.
\textsuperscript{69}On the argument from marginal cases, see e.g. Gruen (2011), p. 64ff; Bilchitz (2009), p. 56ff; Tanner (2009); Dombrowski (1997); on the argument from species overlap, see Horta (2014); Wills (2020).
\textsuperscript{70}See e.g. Rachels (1990), p. 182 (the principle of equality ‘implies that the interests of non-humans should receive the same consideration as the comparable interests of humans’).
\textsuperscript{71}See e.g. Singer (2009), p. 574 (noting that ‘attempts to draw a moral line on the basis of cognitive ability … will require either that we exclude some humans – for example, those who are profoundly mentally retarded – or that we include some nonhuman animals – those whose levels of cognitive ability are equal or superior to the lowest level found in human beings’); Kymlicka (2018), p. 779 (highlighting that this ‘is a structural problem for supremacist theories. Given the continuities between humans and animals in their interests, capacities and subjectivities, there simply is no way to justify throwing animals under the bus without simultaneously throwing some humans under the bus (or at least dramatically increasing the risks that they will be thrown under the bus)’).
\textsuperscript{72}Nino (1991), p. 36.
\textsuperscript{73}See Liao (2010), p. 161ff (with further references).
objections formulated against this sort of argument from kinds, potentiality, or species normality. Suffice it to say that the conflation of membership in the human species and possession of a ‘status-conferring intrinsic property’ reintroduces, through the backdoor, biological humanness as a morally relevant fact and is thus vulnerable to the charge of (qualified) speciesism. By infusing rational agency into the generic nature of human beings, all humans are fictionally attributed—and treated as if they possessed—the human rights-grounding quality, simply in virtue of belonging to a species that typically has it. This shift from a capacity- to a group-based foundation of human rights runs counter to the notion of moral individualism, which rejects the idea of treating humans—or animals—not as individuals but rather as specimens of their kind or group. Indeed, most human rights scholars would agree that ‘it is precisely the fact that people are being judged on the basis of their kind rather than their individual merits that make racism and sexism so objectionable.’

The bottom line of these critiques is that there does not seem to be an empirically verifiable feature or capacity that all and only humans actually possess and that is relevant for grounding human rights. In the end, biological humanness re-emerges and remains as the only hard, all-or-nothing natural attribute that works to include all humans while simultaneously excluding all animals. Exclusive human rights can thus ultimately be operationalized only by resorting to speciesism, that is, by claiming that membership in the human species is either directly morally significant

74See e.g. Nobis (2004); McMahan (2005), p. 358 (rightly noting that the kind-argument is generally only embraced when deployed to level up humans, but not consistently applied if it would require levelling down human individuals).
75See e.g. Feinberg and Baum Levenbook (1993), p. 205ff (succinctly noting, by way of a reductio ad absurdum, that ‘everything is potentially everything else’, and that it is a logical error to ‘deduce actual rights from merely potential (but not yet actual) qualification for those rights’); Rothhaar (2014); Tooley (2009), p. 35ff; Perrett (2000).
76See generally McMahan (2002).
77The specific property which is relevant for having moral status in general and human rights in particular. See McMahan (2005), p. 355.
78Qualified speciesism means that species membership is counterfactually correlated with morally significant characteristics. See Rachels (1990), p. 184ff; LaFollette and Shanks (1996), p. 42f.
79See McMahan (2005), p. 355ff; McCloskey (1965), p. 123 (noting that ‘The general tendency has been to maintain that free agents and potential free agents have rights, with idiots, and all born from human parents being treated as potentially free agents, although many are obviously not such’).
80On moral individualism, see Rachels (1990), p. 173ff (‘The basic idea is that how an individual may be treated is determined, not by considering his group membership, but by considering his own particular characteristics’); McMahan (2005), p. 357 (noting that it is foundational to moral individualism that ‘only intrinsic properties can be status-conferring’); May (2014); Cavalieri (2001), p. 76.
82See Cruft et al. (2015), p. 9 (noting that ‘there does not seem to be a relevant empirical attribute that would apply to all and only human beings’); Fasel (2018), p. 477 (noting that ‘there are likely no rights-grounding features that all and only human beings possess’).
or indirectly morally significant in that it establishes the (real or fictional) possession of the human rights-relevant feature or capacity.

### 2.3.3.3 Neo-Dignitarian Accounts and the Retreat into Autopoietic Insulation

Some exceptionalist theorists—sometimes referred to as ‘new dignitarians’—refrain from relying on empirical claims about human nature, and instead invoke an unapologetically transcendent notion of human dignity as the foundation of human rights. For example, Catherine Dupré states that human rights protection ‘rests on the assumption that, as human beings, we are born with the unique quality of dignity that distinguishes us from other beings (primarily animals), justifying and explaining the special protection of our rights’. Whereas dignity has long served as a basis for human rights, the recent revival of (neo-)dignitarian justifications may be explained as a counter-reaction to the corrosive critiques levelled against—and as a way of circumventing the pitfalls of—other exceptionalist accounts whose rationalist justifications falter once empirical evidence is introduced into abstract human nature. As both Raffael Fasel and Will Kymlicka have astutely noted, neo-dignitarians precisely reclaim dignity as a metaphysical vehicle for reinforcing and insulating the idea of human exceptionalism against such empirical interferences.

Indeed, new dignitarians are quite outspoken about their reliance on human dignity as a means of preserving special human rank. For example, Thomas Williams submits that in a disenchanted world where the natural sciences ‘tend ever more to emphasize the continuity between man and other creatures’, human dignity

---

83 See Kymlicka (2018), p. 768 (noting that new dignitarians ‘make two core claims: (1) that protection of, or respect for, human dignity is the basis of human rights; and (2) that a core component of human dignity is our radical difference from, and superiority over, animals’); Fasel (2019a) (arguing that this ‘new dignitarianism’ is in fact old).
84 See e.g. Waldron (2015); Kateb (2011).
86 See Fellmeth (2016), p. 51 (noting that ‘One of the most often invoked bases for human rights is the concept of intrinsic human dignity’); dignity is prominently listed as a basis for human rights in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights preamble (‘recognition of the inherent dignity . . . of all members of the human family’) and article 1 (‘All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights’); see also McCrudden (2008) (noting that the UDHR was ‘pivotal in popularizing the use of “dignity” or “human dignity” in human rights discourse’).
87 cf. Douzinas (2000), p. 96 (noting that ‘Once the slightest empirical or historical material is introduced into abstract human nature . . . human nature with its equality and dignity retreats rapidly’).
88 See Fasel (2019a), p. 532 (noting that “new dignitarians” are united in their enlisting of the concept of human dignity for the purpose of countering what they perceive to be threats to the special moral and legal status of humanity’); Kymlicka (2018), p. 768ff (noting that for new dignitarians, dignity serves as ‘the vehicle for supremacist theories’).
‘provides a sure confirmation that man is not mistaken when he sees himself as radically distinct from and superior to the rest of the created world.’ For George Kateb, talk of human dignity is directed against deflationary ‘naturalist reductions’ that ‘picture humanity as just another animal species among other animal species’ and ‘unnecessarily tarnish human dignity by taking away commendable uniqueness from it.’ According to Kateb, the ‘core idea of human dignity is that on earth, humanity is the greatest type of being . . . and that every member deserves to be treated in a manner consonant with the high worth of the species.’ Richard Cupp, one of the most ardent critics of animal rights, writes that it ‘is not alarmist to note that inventing new rights for animals would make us view humans as less special and unique’ and warns against ‘the relaxation of human dignity protections’ as a dangerous corollary of animal rights.

While it is clear that this particular narrative of human dignity cultivates a form of ‘species aristocracy’ and seeks to ‘re-inscribe species hierarchy at the heart of [human rights] theory’, it is far from clear what exactly human dignity is, why all and only humans have it, what is so special about it, and, one might ask, what about animal dignity? Resort to the question-begging concept of dignity tends to give rise to more problems than it solves. Dignity is generally ‘an extremely indeterminate and historically complex concept’, and often serves as a placeholder for other rationality-based properties which are believed to be unique in humans. Insofar as dignity is referenced in this way, dignitarian accounts will run into the...

89Williams (2005), p. 207.
90Kateb (2011), p. 3f, 128.
92See Rossello (2016); on human rights aristocracy, see Fasel (2019b), p. 79ff.
94See e.g. Etinson (2020), p. 354 (noting that the idea of a special human dignity ‘is a wonderful piece of self-flattery’ but that ‘Dignity can be shared across species’).
95See e.g. Loder (2016); indeed, some legal orders have moved to recognize the dignity, or intrinsic value, of nonhuman animals. See, e.g., Swiss Federal Constitution article 120(2) (‘dignity of living beings’) and Swiss Animal Welfare Act article 1 (‘protect the dignity . . . of animals’). On this, see further Bolliger (2016); Bernet Kempers (2020).
96See Fusel (2018), p. 481 (aptly noting that ‘invoking human dignity as a ground for human rights simply seems to protract the issue of finding a morally relevant ground for the possession of human rights. Human dignity may be the ground for human rights, but what, then, is the ground for human dignity?’); Singer (2009), p. 573 (noting that talk of special human dignity ‘is really just a piece of rhetoric unless it is given some support. What is it about human beings that gives them moral worth and dignity?’).
97See Besson (2018), p. 34f; Valentini (2017), p. 863 (noting that the conceptual link between human rights and dignity is ‘uninformative at best and counter-productive at worst’ in that it pushes human rights ‘into deep metaphysical waters’. This is because the notion of dignity is opaque and ‘often just a placeholder for whichever human attribute grounds human rights, with different philosophical traditions disagreeing on the relevant attribute’); but see Habermas (2010), p. 466 (arguing that the concept of human dignity is not merely ‘a classificatory expression, an empty placeholder, as it were, that lumps a multiplicity of different phenomena together’).
same problems as the rationalist accounts discussed above, and seem to switch one conception of exceptional human nature that struggles to be grounded in empirical reality for another. 98 To the extent, however, that human dignity is not used as a placeholder but invoked as an independent foundational value, it appears to function as a mystic and self-referential ‘Tû-Tû’ 99 concept that escapes the possibility of verification or falsification, because it is simply posited as an axiom. 100 While the axiomatic invocation of dignity may, as intended, immunize the dignitarian account against the sort of empirical and philosophical scrutiny it sets out to evade, this retreat into autopoietic insulation is precisely what removes it from the realm of dialectical reasoning. At this point, dignitarian accounts fail to meet the justificatory burden of human rights philosophy. Instead of offering a proper justification of human rights, they simply reassert an unshakable belief in human exceptionalism, essentially ‘making human rights a matter of faith rather than of reason.’ 101 This, then, is really just ‘speciesism in nicer terms’, 102 dressed up in a dignified guise. As such, neo-dignitarian human rights may very well be the last bastion—or the dying gasp—of old humanism and the ideology of human exceptionalism it seeks to conserve.

2.3.4 Against Human Rights Exceptionalism

Exceptionalist conceptions seek to ground exclusive human rights in unique human nature—a justificatory strategy that is bound to fail. Philosophers for many centuries have tried to spell out ‘what all and only the featherless bipeds have in common, thereby explaining what is essential to being human.’ 103 This ongoing search for the ‘anthropological difference’—those significant features that are unique to humans and set them apart from all animals—appears increasingly futile. 104 Darwinian naturalism and the past decades of scientific advances and bioethical debate have incrementally worked to debunk the idea of human exceptionalism, as its empirical and metaphysical assumptions are ‘increasingly and evidently anachronistic’. 105

98 See also Fasel (2018), p. 480ff.
99 See Ross (1957); on dignity as a tû-tû concept, see Pietrzykowski (2021), p. 72.
100 See Liao (2010), p. 161 (noting that dignity is not ‘an attribute that one can empirically identify and assess’).
104 See Glock (2012), p. 109 (further noting that ‘there is nothing special about being special. Every biological species differs from all the others, i.e. has unique features’).
Although human exceptionalism has become an outdated and free-floating ideology sans empirical foundation, it remains very much alive in philosophical and legal thinking. Yet, attempts by theorists to sustain, defend, or rehabilitate human exceptionalism do seem to involve ‘increasingly contorted intellectual gymnastics’. This is also true of human rights philosophy. As has become clear, the claim that all and only human beings have human rights is ‘in fact surprisingly difficult to defend’, and attempts at doing so ultimately lead to either conceding that not all humans are right-holders or adopting a speciesist position. While strictly rationalist justifications of human rights may be logically consistent, they risk undermining the equal rights of all humans, because they rely on a highly gradualized cognitive capacity that not all humans possess. Generically rationalist and dignitarian justifications circumvent this problem by relying on exceptionalist fictions or axioms that ultimately amount to ‘nothing more than the bald assertion of speciesism’. Staunch defenders of exceptionalist human rights will, however, hardly be dissuaded by the prospect of being labelled ‘speciesists’. Indeed, some authors have moved to simply embrace (the practical necessity of) speciesism for grounding human rights, and rely on biological humanness as an axiomatic precondition that defies the need for further philosophical justification. In the end, what it
comes down to is a kind of ‘decisionism’—a deliberate decision to uphold human exceptionalism despite the preponderance of empirical and philosophical arguments against it. This mindset is best expressed by Alan Dershowitz, who admits that ‘we have made the somewhat arbitrary decision to single out our own species—every single member of it—for different and better treatment. Does this subject us to the charge of speciesism? Of course it does, and we cannot justify it except by the fact that in the world in which we live, humans make the rules’.

While we may have arrived at a discursive deadlock as regards the critique or defence of human exceptionalism, there is another, human rights-internal reason that should incline us to think that exceptionalist theories cannot retain their explanatory monopoly over human rights. Exceptionalist accounts are typically bound up with rationalist reductions of human nature, and single out one highly abstract feature (e.g. personhood, agency, autonomy) as the foundation of all human rights. This rationalist-foundational monism has generally been criticized as too restrictive, because it does not only risk being under-inclusive as regards the class of human rights-holders, but also as regards the aspects of human nature that fall within the protective mandate of human rights. The rationalist-monist mode of grounding human rights ‘restricts the human rights-generative interests to those in freedom or normative agency’, while ignoring other obvious sources of human protective needs, such as the capacity to feel pain and suffer. As John Tasioulas illustrates, many core human rights, such as the right not to be tortured, protect human interests that are not necessarily or primarily reducible to a rationality-related value, but are more plausibly explained as protecting a ‘plurality of human interests’, among them the interest in avoiding ‘excruciating pain’. Agency is certainly an important factor in the configuration of many human rights, but surely not the only important aspect of human nature deserving of human rights protection. For this reason, if we ground human rights in human nature, it seems best to adopt a position of

---

114 See also Weitzenfeld and Joy (2014), p. 6 (noting a ‘dogmatic, irrational adherence to human exceptionalism despite the empirical evidence of a continuum and multitude of species capabilities’); Taylor (2010), p. 234 (noting that ‘Human exceptionalism is not a statement of fact, but an assertion of domination’).
116 See Taylor (2010), p. 234 (noting that ‘What we have here are different paradigms – incompatible understandings of reality – and there is no common language to bridge the gap’).
117 Exceptionalist accounts are monist to the extent that they identify one basic value that grounds human rights. On the distinction between monist and pluralist human rights accounts, see e.g. Griffin (2012), p. 10f; Fasel (2018), p. 472f.
118 See generally Cruft et al. (2015), p. 12; Gilabert (2015), p. 204 (noting that the focus is ‘not on the urgent interests that all (or most) humans have, but on the subset of them that only humans have. We will then be unable to refer to obviously important interests such as avoiding pain when justifying human rights. This is too restrictive’).
foundational pluralism.\textsuperscript{121} This allows for a range of essential human features (among them rationality-based as well as more primal or corporeal interests) to play a justifying role in different human rights.\textsuperscript{122} Such a pluralistic or ‘explanatorily promiscuous’\textsuperscript{123} foundation promises to more realistically reflect the complex and heterogeneous nature of humans, rather than committing human rights to one particular ‘radical nature’.\textsuperscript{124} It is further able to accommodate humans not only as extraordinary rational beings, but also as ordinary bodily and emotional beings ‘who, unlike the abstractions of moral philosophy, hurt, feel pain and suffer’.\textsuperscript{125}

As the next section will argue, non-exceptionalist naturalistic theories offer such a pluralistic, and more plausible, human rights paradigm—one that is able to justify universal human rights of all (but perhaps not only) humans on more diverse grounds that are not premised on questionable rationalist assumptions about special human nature.

2.4 Non-Exceptionalist Conceptions of Human Rights and the Rise of New Humanism

2.4.1 Overview

The second, more junior family of essentialist naturalistic theories grounds human rights in a non-exceptionalist conception of typical human nature. Non-exceptionalist accounts rest on a more realistic and profane image of humans as physically, socially, and politically vulnerable beings that possess basic interests, needs, and capabilities which human rights are supposed to protect and foster. This shift ‘from transcendental rationalism to a sensate, suffering, sentimental human

\textsuperscript{121}See e.g. Waldron (2015), p. 120 (encouraging us to ‘think pluralistically about rights’ because ‘human nature is multi-faceted’); Tasioulas (2015), p. 51 (advocating a ‘flexible, many-faceted approach to the grounding of human rights, whereby more than one interest, or combination of interests, grounds the existence of any given right’); Besson (2018), p. 31f (noting that ‘pluralistic approaches to the justification of human rights are more promising’); Nickel (2007), p. 53 (advocating a ‘pluralistic justificatory framework’).

\textsuperscript{122}See Tasioulas (2012a), p. 26 (adopting a pluralistic view means that ‘At the level of foundations, a plurality of values plays a role in grounding human rights’); it is generally questionable whether it makes sense to pinpoint one single foundation of all human rights. See e.g. Douzinas (2000), p. 4 (submitting that ‘there can be no general theory of human rights’) and Waldron (2015), p. 120 (noting that ‘it is not necessary for there to be a single theory of humanity’).

\textsuperscript{123}Winston (2007), p. 297 (submitting that ‘most human rights receive their justifications from a variety of sources’ and that the ‘human rights canon as a whole . . . is justified holistically by . . . multiple anchors as well as multiple interdependencies’).

\textsuperscript{124}Chartier (2010), p. 45f (noting that the ‘conceptual price of denying that animals have moral rights seems to be commitment to the view that rights are grounded in radical natures that may entirely lack empirical manifestation’).

\textsuperscript{125}Douzinas (2000), p. 239.
body’ marks a clear departure from old humanism. Indeed, many critical—especially feminist, disability, and vulnerability—scholars are vocal about replacing the traditional, abstract, disembodied rational agent as human right-holder with embodied ‘real-life subjects’ reflective of the ‘lived realities of human subjects.’

The justifications advanced for human rights typically centre on simple human features or capacities that are commonly shared by all humans (and, incidentally, by many other animals).

For example, human rights are often seen as protecting a plurality of especially important, fundamental human interests. Others frame human rights as grounded in basic needs, the fundamental conditions for a minimally good life, or basic human capabilities. Still others identify embodied vulnerability—the ‘universal, inevitable, enduring aspect of the human condition’—as basis for universal human rights. Anna Grear calls to mind that it was the ‘embodied nature of the human suffering that gave international human rights law its founding impulse’.

---

126 See Golder (2016), p. 689f (further noting that this ‘reworking of the foundations of human rights thus departs from the disembodied Kantian subject’ and introduces ‘the wounded, sensate, suffering body of humanity beseeching protection’); on the ‘new humanistic discourse’ that grounds human rights in corporeal vulnerability, needs, or capabilities, see Murphy (2011).
127 Fineman (2008), p. 10, 12 (submitting that ‘the “vulnerable subject” must replace the autonomous and independent subject asserted in the liberal tradition. Far more representative of actual lived experience and the human condition, the vulnerable subject should be at the center of our political and theoretical endeavors.’ Ibid., p. 2); Grear (2007), p. 522 (noting that ‘The unitary subject of law in liberal legal theory builds on ... an abstract, socially de-contextualised, hyper-rational, wilful individual systematically stripped of particularities, complexities and materiality.’).
128 See Fasel (2018), p. 476 (noting that accounts which advance a ‘broad human rights grounding’ will typically ‘propose simple features or less demanding interpretations of more complex features’).
129 See e.g. Tasioulas (2015), p. 51, 70 (human rights ‘are grounded in the universal interests of their holders’, and there is an open-ended plurality of human rights-relevant interests); Besson (2018), p. 25 (noting that human rights ‘protect fundamental human interests that all human beings have’); Edmundson (2012), p. 158 (noting that human rights ‘recognize extraordinarily special, basic interests’).
130 See e.g. Renzo (2015); Brock (2005), p. 65f.
131 See e.g. Liao (2015); Buchanan (2006), p. 153 (human rights as safeguarding the minimal benchmark of a ‘decent or minimally good life’); Hare (1973), p. 140 (noting that human rights set and protect a normative standard for what we deem a minimally acceptable level of human existence. This standard is historically contingent ‘as our conception of what is minimally acceptable changes and standards rise’).
134 See e.g. Grear (2007), p. 541 (noting that the ‘true basis of a universal, is the ontological given of our embodiment with its inherent vulnerability’); Cole (2016), p. 261 (vulnerability as ‘shared, constitutive and connective feature of our existence that encompasses not merely susceptibility to harm but also receptivity to positive forms of intersubjectivity’); Turner (2006); Andorno (2016); Peroni and Timmer (2013); Marcos (2016).
and submits that ‘the protection of embodied beings’ and ‘the prevention of the suffering of the embodied human being’ is at the heart of the human rights system. 136

2.4.2 Incidental Exclusivity and Inherent Transspecies Inclusivity

While there is a broad diversity of non-exceptionalist naturalistic accounts, what these approaches have in common is that they do not conceptualize human nature in contradistinction to animals, but rather, identify core aspects of human existence regardless of whether such features are shared with other animals or not. 137 In fact, this family of naturalistic theories tends to be quite cognizant of the animal nature of humans 138 and of the evolutionary continuities between human and nonhuman animals. Even so, most of these human rights accounts are framed in humanist terms and are anthropocentric in that they, like old humanists, ‘focus almost exclusively on the human species’ 139 while being indifferent or inattentive to other animals. Unlike old humanism, however, this kind of new humanism 140 is not invested in the idea of human exceptionalism, and justifies human rights in a way that is merely inclusive of all humans without simultaneously encoding the demarcation from and exclusion of animals. 141 As a consequence, non-exceptionalist accounts remain conceptually agnostic about, or simply oblivious to, the incidental exclusion or potential inclusion of animals into the ambit of human rights protection. 142 It is this agnosticism towards the animal question that renders non-exceptionalist conceptions of human rights both incidentally (as opposed to

136 Grear (2006), p. 195 (she points out that ‘there is an inescapable emphasis on embodiment and the prevention of the suffering of the embodied human being. The right to life, to immunity from torture, to immunity from slavery, and a host of other rights in the lexicon of international human rights law . . . focus on the protection of embodied beings. Such rights, in fact, make no conceptual sense without presupposing a vulnerable living body. . . this theme of embodiment is so central that it can be argued that it provides a kind of over-arching interpretive context’).

137 See e.g. Gilabert (2015), p. 203f (noting that ‘when we identify important human interests, we look for normatively relevant general features of human beings without regard as to whether some of these features are also held by other beings, for example non-human animals’. He further notes that the ‘relevant contrast when shaping our ideas of . . . human rights is not between humans and other species, but between what belongs to all humans and what belongs to some by reference to special features such as race, class, and nationality.’ Ibid., p. 206).


140 On new humanism, see Murphy (2011); Blau and Moncada (2009).

141 See also Kymlicka (2018), p. 768 (noting that such accounts defend human rights ‘in a way that does not rest on species hierarchy’ and that is not ‘essentially tied to the assertion of superiority over animals’).

142 See also Kymlicka (2018), p. 766f; in a similar vein, Vink (2020), p. 16 (noting an attitude of ‘cavalier agnosticism’ among political theorists who ‘have simply never considered the option of
necessarily) exclusive yet inherently (albeit perhaps accidently) inclusive of animals. Because the ‘human’ in human rights here serves as a placeholder for an essential human feature that all but only humans share, non-exceptionalist accounts are over-inclusive or overshooting in that they lay the ground for potential animal rights along with grounding human rights. Indeed, given the natural commonalities between humans and animals as regards possession of the human rights-grounding features (be they fundamental interests, basic needs, well-being, capabilities, or vulnerability), the standard justifications advanced for human rights quite readily extend to justifications of animal rights.

Take, for example, the interest-based approach, which grounds human rights in fundamental human interests. Some of these interests, such as those requiring complex cognitive abilities or those concerning particular human institutions like marriage or religion, will presumably be purely human interests. Other, more basic and ubiquitous interests (deriving from humans’ animal rather than rational nature) are however widely shared by other sentient animals, such as the interest in avoiding pain, suffering, injuries and death, or in having food, shelter, and an adequate family and social life. On a species-neutral reading, the interest-based account of human rights can thus be seen as grounding corresponding animal rights, based on shared fundamental interests. This holds true even of overtly involving non-humans’ or who regard ‘animals as trivial, not worthy of serious attention, or irrelevant to political theory’.

143 On this overinclusiveness, see Fasel (2018), p. 474 et passim.

144 See Kymlicka (2018), p. 770 (noting that virtually all of these concepts ‘which we standardly use to discuss and defend human rights – interests, needs, well-being, capabilities, flourishing, vulnerability, subjectivity, care, justice – lead naturally to the recognition of animal rights, since animals are continuous with humans in all of these respects’).

145 See Korsgaard (2011), p. 108 (highlighting that ‘the self for whom things can be naturally good or bad is not merely your rational self. It is also, or rather it is, your animal self’).

146 See e.g. Beauchamp (2011), p. 205 (noting that ‘humans and many nonhumans share various interests that merit protection by rights. Some basic rights of humans and members of other species derive from conditions of vulnerability and potential harm’).

147 It is worth highlighting that the interest theory of rights (from which the interest-based conception of human rights derives) is generally accepting and inclusive of animals as (potential or actual) right-holders. See Stucki (2020), p. 542ff; Kurki (2019), pp. 62–65; Kramer (2001).

148 That is, if a particular human right to X protects a fundamental interest X, and some animals (along with all humans) have a comparable interest in X, it would plausibly follow that the right to X is not just a human but also a potential animal right. See Fellmeth (2016), p. 53 (‘Similar interests justify similar treatment ... If animals have an interest in living and being free from torture no different from that of human beings, then a strong case can be made ... for giving them corresponding rights’); Edmundson (2012), p. 158 (noting that ‘talk of human rights serves the recognitional function of singling out extraordinarily important interests. Once it appears that some such particularly important interest is shared by nonhuman creatures – such as the interest in not being made to suffer gratuitous pain – it in no way derogates from the recognitional point to attribute the right to the nonhuman creature as well’); Beauchamp (2011), p. 205 (‘to assume that all basic rights are for humans only is presumptive and prejudicial. Rights that are basic protect fundamental interests. Some interests – for example, in not being in pain, not suffering, having
anthropocentric conceptions such as the ‘two-level pluralist account’ formulated by John Tasioulas, which grounds human rights in ‘both moral (equal human dignity) and prudential (universal human interests) considerations’. While Tasioulas does not dispense with the unequivocally humanist notion of human dignity, his account is open to a species-neutral reformulation, as dignity here serves the conceptual function of marking moral status (i.e. having intrinsic or ultimate value), which is but a general interest-theoretical requirement for right-holding that animals can meet in virtue of their own dignity or inherent value.

Along similar lines, if basic needs and capabilities, embodied vulnerability or the ‘ubiquity of human misery and suffering’ are viewed as important grounds for human rights, it cannot go unnoticed that animals possess some of these human rights-generative features and might therefore also belong in the human rights-protective scheme. For example, Martha Nussbaum submits that the capabilities approach—even though initially developed with humans in mind—can be extended to other sentient animals. According to her reformulation, basic animal rights should be determined based on a species-specific list of capabilities that affords all animals ‘a shot at flourishing in their own way’. The innate extensibility of human rights is perhaps clearest once we refocus on humans as vulnerable subjects whose embodiment ‘carries with it the ever-present possibility of harm, injury, and misfortune’. Animals—unlike corporations—naturally share some of these fundamental interests necessary to be capable of benefiting from a particular right and needing its protection.

---

149 Tasioulas (2015), p. 70. On his account, human dignity serves as the missing link between universal human interests and universal human rights, as it makes those interests normatively relevant. He describes this as ‘a form of the interest-based theory which regards the interests in question as generative of human rights in crucial part because they are the interests of human beings who possess equal moral status: human dignity and universal human interests are equally fundamental grounds of human rights, characteristically bound together in their operation.’ Ibid., p. 53f.

150 The interest theory generally regards only those as right-holders whose interests are of ‘ultimate value’ (Raz (1986), p. 166, 177ff), i.e., who have ‘moral status’ (Kramer (2001), p. 33ff); Tasioulas (2015), p. 55, concedes this point when noting that ‘the value of human dignity is one way, albeit not the only way, of satisfying this general condition for rights-bearing capacity’; on animals satisfying the moral status or inherent value criterion for rights-holding, see generally Stucki (2020), p. 542f.

151 Turn (2006), p. 34.

152 For an application of the capabilities approach to animal rights, see Nussbaum (2005), p. 305ff (showing that the capabilities approach ‘can be extended to provide a more adequate basis for animal entitlements’); Nussbaum (2011); Schinkel (2008).


fundamental vulnerabilities with humans. Hence, if the embodied vulnerability of humans gives rise to universal human rights, and other animals are kindred vulnerable subjects, the vulnerability approach can be seen as co-justifying animal rights.

All of this goes to show that with any given non-exceptionalist naturalistic account, the argument for transspecies inclusivity follows the same syllogistic logic: if animals have similar natural constitutions as human rights-holders, that is, to the extent that animals possess the rights-grounding natural qualities, a human right can be extended to a corresponding animal right.

### 2.4.3 Human Rights Universalism Unbound

The decline of old humanism and the rise of new humanism is paralleled by a shift from an exclusive to an inclusive human rights paradigm. Non-exceptionalist conceptions of human rights drop the ‘Herculean task’ of finding a unique natural feature that (all and) only humans possess, and instead settle for more typical features that all (but not only) humans share. In doing so, non-exceptionalist accounts put forward a more plausible reading of universality that signals simple inclusivity rather than exclusivity—one that takes ‘being human’ to be a sufficient but not necessarily a necessary condition for having human rights. It is precisely due to its agnosticism or openness towards the nonhuman that new humanism has furnished a paradigm of radical, uncontainable inclusivity whose overshooting potential con-

---

156 See Satz (2013), p. 176 (noting that ‘Human and nonhuman animals share universal vulnerability to suffering with respect to certain basic capabilities’); Cole (2016), p. 263 (noting that ‘Vulnerability is a condition of life, both human and nonhuman’); Grear (2013), p. 50 (vulnerability as ‘fundamental, trans-species ontic commonality – a form of shared quintessential affectability as a condition or quality of creaturely existence itself’).

157 See e.g. Turner (2006), p. 37f (noting that ‘Giving rights to animals may not undermine the vulnerability argument, because animal rights are not unlike the rights enjoyed by other agents . . . who cannot directly and actively enforce their own rights’); Satz (2013), p. 176 (noting that animals are vulnerable to severe deprivations of their basic needs as well as ‘uniquely vulnerable to exploitation’); Eisen (2018), p. 941 ff.


159 See Fasel (2018), p. 477 (succinctly noting that ‘If identifying rights-grounding features that all and only human beings possess is such a Herculean task, we are well advised to drop the criterion that only human beings must possess these features. It may be sufficient . . . to ground human rights in those features that all (but not only) human beings possess’).

160 See e.g. Buchanan (2011), p. 213f (noting that ‘a plausible understanding of the claim that human rights are rights we have by virtue of our humanity does not imply that the concept of human rights is applicable only to human beings’); Gardner (2008), p. 5 (asking whether we are too restrictive ‘by insisting that humanity be both a necessary and a sufficient condition of the possession of a human right? Wouldn’t sufficiency suffice?’).
tains the seeds for extending universal human rights beyond the human species. This potential for transspecies universality is inherent and derives from the very justificatory logic of non-exceptionalist human rights. On a justificatory level, then, many human rights are—or could very well be—animal rights. In fact, all of this suggests that in a conceptual sense, human rights are not and may ‘have never been only or wholly human.’

Notwithstanding this inherent potential for transspecies inclusivity, it must be acknowledged that even the more expansive and inclusive human rights paradigm offered by new humanism remains ultimately humanist, albeit reflective of a humanism light or an ‘inclusive humanism’. While non-exceptionalist accounts provide plenty of conceptual space for integrating animals into the human rights framework, this process is somewhat predicated on the ‘human-likeness’ of animals. The operative logic is that human rights can be extended to animals because, and to the extent that, animals are like humans with regard to the relevant rights-grounding feature, and thus relies heavily on the natural similarities and ‘empathetic proximity’ between humans and animals. This assimilationist or sameness approach, with its modified criterion of ‘being human-like’ (instead of ‘being human’), has attracted the criticism of engaging in a ‘human-like chauvinism’ (instead of ‘human chauvinism’) that reinforces anthropocentric values. Echoing second wave feminist critiques, Catharine MacKinnon asks us: ‘Why should animals have to measure up

---

161 See also Donaldson and Kymlicka (2011), p. 24 (noting that the ‘universalizing impulse of human rights is to extend basic protections across boundaries of physical, mental, and cultural difference, so why should this impulse stop at the boundary of the human species?’).

162 This point was notably made by Cavalieri (2001), p. 139. Cavalieri contends that ‘on the basis of the very doctrine that establishes them, human rights are not human.’ She continues to elaborate that ‘the will to secure equal fundamental rights to all human beings, including the non-paradigmatic ones, has implied that the characteristics appealed to in order to justify the ascription of such rights … lie at a cognitive-emotive level accessible to a large number of nonhuman animals.’ She concludes that ‘not only is there nothing in the doctrine of human rights to motivate the reference to our species … but it is the same justificatory argument underlying it that drives us toward the attribution of human rights to members of species other than our own.’

163 See e.g. Gilabert (2015), p. 205 (‘Surely there are animal rights that partly overlap with human rights’).

164 Hunt (2011), p. 226 (further noting that ‘there is nothing but the anthropomorphic disfiguration of ideology to prevent us from affirming that nonhuman entities are subjects of rights.’ Ibid, p. 242).

165 Pietrzykowski (2018), p. 102ff (arguing that ‘what seems necessary is not rejecting juridical humanism as such, but rather eliminating its present exclusive, or exceptionalist, thread’).


167 See Sapontzis (1993), p. 271; for a critique of sameness, similarity, or assimilationist approaches, see generally Bryant (2007); Deckha (2012) (calling for ‘respect for embodied difference rather than partial sameness’, ibid., p. 234); Nussbaum (2018), p. 3ff (questioning the ‘So Like Us’ approach); Beaudry (2016), p. 12ff; Jenkins and Stanescu (2014), p. 76 (submitting that ‘Anthropocentric privilege defines the criteria for inclusion in the moral community through the glorification of human-centric capacities’).
to humans’ standards for humanity before their existence counts? This criticism seems particularly pertinent with regard to certain practical attempts to extend autonomy-based human rights to animals, which tend to focus on cognitively human-like animals such as great apes (hominids)—humans’ next of kin. Presumably, on a rationalist approach, only the most humanoid animals—as quasi-humans, ‘adoptive humans’, or ‘honorary humans’—would be allowed entry into the exclusive club of human(oid) rights.

However, the ‘largely cognition-based case for hominid rights’ is somewhat different from the ‘largely sentience-based case’ for general animal rights. The fact that animals are sentient beings is not relevant merely because they are like humans in this respect. Rather, there are good reasons to think that sentience is a natural quality that has intrinsic moral and rights-generative significance. For example, Sue Donaldson and Will Kymlicka submit that ‘Being an “I”—a being who experiences—represents a particular kind of vulnerability, calling for a particular form of protection . . . in the form of inviolable rights.’ Non-exceptionalist conceptions that take into account the manifold needs, interests, and vulnerabilities arising from the animal nature of humans as sentient beings thus seem better

168 MacKinnon (2005), p. 267 (‘That women are like men and animals are like people is thought to establish their existential equality, hence their right to rights . . . the issue is, is this the right question? . . . It is not that women and animals do not have these qualities. It is why animals should have to be like people to be let alone by them, to be free of the predations and exploitations and atrocities people inflict on them, or to be protected from them. Animals don’t exist for humans any more than women exist for men’); see also Offor (2020).

169 The most prominent example here is the ‘practical autonomy’ approach developed by Wise (2002) and strategically litigated in courts by the Nonhuman Rights Project. On the Nonhuman Rights Project, see e.g. Wise (2010); Fernandez (2018).

170 For strategic purposes, some animal rights practitioners direct their focus on great apes, because these nonhuman hominids naturally show close genetic, morphological, cognitive, and emotional similarities with human hominids and are thus believed to be the most plausible (the most human-like) candidates for nonhuman human rights—or ‘hominid rights’. On such hominid rights, see Taylor (2001) (claiming that ‘Hominid rights are more likely to win acceptance if they are seen as applying only to beings like us’, ibid., p. 39 [emphasis added]); Andrews et al. (2018).

171 Deckha (2012), p. 233 (noting that ‘the humanist paradigm does not shift’).


173 See also MacKinnon (2005), p. 325 (noting that on this ‘like us’ model animal rights ‘are poised to develop first for a tiny elite’); Donaldson and Kymlicka (2007), p. 194 (noting that this strategy ‘does not disrupt the human-animal hierarchy’).


175 See e.g. Nussbaum (2018), p. 14 (noting that ‘sentience is an important boundary in the world of nature, a baseline requirement of ethical considerability . . . Pain is the great evil’); Singer (1995), p. 8f (proposing that ‘the limit of sentience (using the terms as a convenient if not strictly accurate shorthand for the capacity to suffer and/or experience enjoyment) is the only defensible boundary of concern for the interests of others’); Singer (2011), p. 123 (further noting that ‘the boundary of sentience . . . is not a morally arbitrary boundary in the way that the boundaries of race or species are arbitrary’); see also Peters (2021), p. 502ff.

equipped to also accommodate the specific interests, needs, and vulnerabilities of animals as sentient beings.\(^\text{177}\)

In the end, although human rights are originally anthropocentric and may retain a certain degree of anthropocentrism even under new humanism, the inclusion of animals can be argued in a conceptually consistent and normatively meaningful manner. Yet, as Kelly Oliver stresses, ‘although rights may be better than no rights, they also do not go far enough in addressing the structural and ideological issues that made them necessary in the first place’.\(^\text{178}\) To appreciate the historical and social conditions that create a practical need for animal rights, we need a political perspective beyond human rights naturalism.
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Chapter 3
Political Conceptions of Human and Animal Rights: Principled and Prudential Reasons

The emancipation of men will bring with it another and still wider emancipation – of animals. Salt (1894), p. 94.

The preceding chapter has argued that animals could have (some) human rights. Granted that the proposition of human rights for animals is conceptually plausible on naturalistic grounds, the question remains whether it is politically desirable on practical grounds. Would the inclusion of animals under the human rights framework be a good thing? Through the lens of political conceptions, this chapter explores a range of practical reasons why animals should be afforded human rights. I will argue that the extension of human rights to animals is warranted both for principled or ethical reasons (as a matter of justice for animals) and for prudential or instrumental reasons (as a means of better safeguarding human rights). In short, human rights are good for animals and animal rights are good for humans.

3.1 Human Rights Denaturalized: Constructing Rights on Practical Grounds

Almost 30 years ago, Richard Rorty proclaimed that ‘human rights foundationalism is outmoded’. ¹ Today, political conceptions of human rights are the main challenger to the orthodoxy of naturalistic conceptions.² In sharp contrast to the latter, political accounts refrain from relying on metaphysical and ahistorical assumptions about an abstract and intransient human nature as the philosophical foundation for human rights.³ Paradigmatically, Morton Winston states that the belief in universal human

³See Rawls (1993), p. 56f (universal human rights ‘do not depend on any particular comprehensive moral doctrine or philosophical conception of human nature’ as these tend to be reflective of a
rights does not need a justification based on ‘speculative philosophical conceptions of human nature’—a pragmatic justification will do. Such ‘alternative justificatory strategies’ give practical reasons as to why a society should adopt and respect human rights. Under the political conception, human rights are ‘the product of human civilization and not nature’, and emerge from and evolve with social practice. Political, practical, or functionalist accounts thus understand human rights in terms of their institutional and practical functions, considered in their concrete historical and socio-political context.

In a narrow sense, political conceptions such as the ones advanced by John Rawls, Charles Beitz, and Joseph Raz explain human rights in terms of their role or function in international political practice. Human rights are a class of norms that express minimum standards of treatment for individuals to which political communities can be held, and whose breach is a matter of international concern and may legitimize sovereignty-limiting measures, such as interventions in case of systematic human rights violations. For present purposes, political conceptions in

particularly Western philosophical tradition and are thus not shared across cultures; Rorty (1993), p. 119 (‘Since no useful work seems to be done by insisting on a purportedly ahistorical human nature, there probably is no such nature, or at least nothing in that nature that is relevant to our moral choices’); Ignatieff (2001), p. 55 (a historical justification of human rights ‘need not make appeal to any particular idea of human nature’).

Winston (2007), p. 280; see also Cohen (2004), p. 192 (arguing for a justificatory minimalism that remains disconnected from ‘a particular ethical or religious outlook’); for example, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights preamble, though casting human rights as ‘inherent’ (in the naturalistic sense), also alludes to far more pragmatic reasons for believing in human rights with historical reference to ‘barbarous acts which have outraged the conscience of mankind’. See also Schulz and Raman (2020), p. 33.

Winston (2007), p. 281f; see also Peters (2021a), p. 19 (arguing ‘in favour of rights from a practical perspective, without speculating too much about the justification, simply pointing to the benefits of rights’).

Bobbio (1996), p. 18; see also Hunt (2007), p. 21 (noting that ‘human rights only become meaningful when they gain political content. They are not the rights of humans in a state of nature; they are the rights of humans in society’).

See e.g. Beitz (2009), p. xii (“human rights” names not so much an abstract normative idea as an emergent political practice’); Hoffmann (2006), p. 405 (noting that from a non-foundationalist perspective, human rights ‘are bound to mutate from an expression of the ontological essence of all human beings to a highly particular historical construct’).

Rawls (1999); Rawls (1993).

Beitz (2009); Beitz (2004), p. 197 (noting that the ‘functional role of human rights in international discourse and practice is regarded as definitive of the idea of a human right’).

Raz (2010).


Rawls (1999), p. 79 (“human rights are a class of rights that play a special role in a reasonable Law of Peoples: they restrict the justifying reasons for war and its conduct, and they specify limits to a regime’s internal autonomy’); Raz (2010), p. 328f (“human rights are those regarding which sovereignty-limiting measures are morally justified’); Beitz (2009), p. 31ff (“human rights are standards for the governments of states whose breach is a matter of international concern”).
this narrow sense will not be explored further, as they do not seem immediately relevant to the animal question. While there is some evidence to suggest that the protection of animals is emerging as an international concern and that animal interests may sometimes function as ‘triggers for international intervention’, there is at present no sufficient state practice to validate the notion of animal rights as limits to state sovereignty.

In a broader sense, political or practical conceptions of human rights encompass a range of historical, functionalist, constructivist, or experiential approaches and perspectives. Human rights are understood as a historically contingent and socially constructed normative paradigm that serves some important practical function, informed by past or present political needs and misdeeds. According to the dominant narrative, human rights have emerged, consolidated, and expanded as political reactions to concrete experiences of suffering, violence, injustice, discrimination, oppression, slavery, genocides, and the horrors of two World Wars. As Alan Dershowitz succinctly puts it, ‘rights come from wrongs’. On his ‘experiential approach’, rights are an ‘experiential reaction to wrongs’ and constructed from historical experiences of injustice. Morton Winston describes human rights as ‘normative responses to experiences of oppression’ that are ‘designed to prevent and ameliorate systematic or institutionalized forms of oppression’. Conor Gearty submits that human rights serve the ‘meta-idea’ of protecting the politically weak

---

13 See e.g. Sykes (2011); D’Amato and Chopra (1991), p. 50 (noting that ‘International law can no longer be viewed as an artifact exclusively concerned with state and human interactions ... Rather, other living creatures in the environment are players in a new and expanded international legal arena’).
14 Cochrane (2013), p. 664 (arguing that ‘states can and do intervene in the affairs of others for the sake of the basic interests of non-human sentient creatures’).
15 In a similar vein, Niesen (2020), p. 15f (noting that unlike human rights practice, there is not much animal rights practice from which to reconstruct a political conception of animal rights); but see Cruft et al. (2015), p. 20 (noting that it could be argued that the existence of a human right should not depend on whether there is an actual case for international concern, but on a principled assessment whether it should be of international concern. That is, human rights should ‘guide actual practice rather than being determined by it’).
16 See e.g. Winston (2007), p. 284 (human rights as a ‘socially constructed, historically evolved normative theory’); Schulz and Raman (2020), p. 33 (constructivist approaches as ‘alternative for how we justify human rights claims ... human beings literally construct the rights they have’).
17 See e.g. Kreide (2015), p. 405 (noting that human rights grow from ‘concrete experiences of injustice’ and are ‘political reactions to very specific threats, vulnerabilities, and forms of oppression’); Bobbio (1996), p. 18 (noting that ‘human rights are historical rights which emerge gradually from the battles which human beings fight for their own emancipation’).
18 Dershowitz (2004), pp. 5–9 (further noting that ‘As human beings have recognized the wrongs of such institutions as slavery, genocide ... they have constructed new rights to prevent the recurrence of old wrongs. It is no accident that the most important rights have often burgeoned in the immediate aftermath of the most horrendous wrongs’).
19 Winston (2007), p. 279, 284 (further noting that the essential purpose and function of human rights is ‘to prevent and to eliminate those practices and social conditions that lead to, foster, support or directly cause severe, systematic oppression, or, put positively, to promote social conditions that
and vulnerable, and function as an ‘emancipatory force against the abuse of power’. Even more pragmatically, Michael Ignatieff asserts that while people may disagree about why we have human rights, they can agree that we need them: ‘All that can be said about human rights is that they are necessary to protect individuals from violence and abuse, and if it is asked why, the only possible answer is historical.’ Human rights so denaturalized and politicized are thus stripped of their ‘layers of philosophical and legal mystification’, and understood not as some innate quality that humans are magically born with, but as institutional responses to very real problems.

In this broader sense, political conceptions provide fertile grounds for fathoming the functionality of animal rights as new human rights. Political justifications of animal rights must advance practical or functional reasons why animals ought to have human rights. The following sections will explore two sets of practical reasons for animal rights: principled and prudential ones. The principled argument is that animals should have human rights for intrinsic reasons, to better protect them from violence, oppression, and exploitation. The prudential argument is that animal rights also serve the indirect function of better protecting the rights of humans, and are thus desirable even for purely instrumental, human rights-internal reasons.

### 3.2 The Principled Argument: Human Rights Are Good for Animals...

The principled argument for animal rights is primarily an ethical one. The core of it is that morality or justice demands fundamental rights for animals, in order to address and alleviate the suffering, violence, oppression, extermination, and other injustices that animals experience in human societies. Over the past decades, variations of the justice-based case for animal rights have been formulated in moral, political, and

---


22 Gearty (2010), p. 11.

23 See e.g. Nussbaum (2005), p. 319 (‘a truly global justice requires not simply that we look across the world for other fellow species members who are entitled to a decent life. It also requires looking around the world at the other sentient beings’).
legal philosophy. Here, I will not delve into the moral reasoning whether and why animals deserve human rights, but instead focus on some of the practical reasons why animals might need them. I will first outline the experiential backdrop that renders animals in need of the emancipatory resource of human rights, and then look at the (immediate) discursive, (eventual) institutional, and (long-term) transformative functions that human rights may serve for animals.

3.2 The Principled Argument: Human Rights Are Good for Animals

3.2.1 Human Rights as (Shared) Normative Resource against (Shared) Experiences of Injustice

Old human rights have emerged, and new human rights continue to emerge, as normative responses to entrenched or newly recognized forms of injustice. Our treatment and mass victimization of animals is increasingly perceived as ‘one of the worst crimes in history’ and ‘one of the great injustices of our time’. Indeed, the human-animal relationship features some of the very themes of suffering, oppression, domination, and extermination that have operated as catalysts for the formation of human rights. Notably, animals experience widespread suffering and death, institutionalized violence, discrimination, ‘ubiquitous domination and

24 See, notably, Nussbaum (2022); Korsgaard (2018); Cochrane (2018); Donaldson and Kymlicka (2011); Regan (2004); Cavalieri (2001); Rowlands (2002); Francione (2000); Wise (2000).
25 I will also not deal with the general issue why animals need (subjective) rights instead of (objective) protection laws. That basic rights provide a stronger form of legal protection than mere human duties or animal protection laws has been argued elsewhere. For a general overview of the functional benefits of (fundamental) animal rights over animal welfare laws, see Stucki (2020), p. 552ff; Stucki (2016), p. 294ff; Peters (2021b), p. 482ff.
26 Harari (2015).
27 Wills (2018); Kymlicka and Donaldson (2016), p. 692 (noting that our ‘treatment of animals is increasingly recognized as one of the greatest moral challenges we face . . . Just as current generations puzzle over our ancestors’ endorsement of slavery, so future generations will wonder at our moral blindness about harms to animals’); Cao (2014), p. 169 (‘our treatment of non-human animals is a major unresolved problem of social justice in the world today’).
28 For an overview of human practices causing widespread animal suffering and death, see e.g. Norwood and Lusk (2011); Clough (2018); Safran Foer (2009); Maher et al. (2017); Beirne (2009).
29 See e.g. DeMello (2012), p. 236ff (noting that ‘Institutionalized violence toward animals refers to the “regular” forms of violence toward animals that are part and parcel of the economic and cultural fabric of our society’); Cudworth (2015).
30 Speciesism is commonly understood as a form of discrimination based on species-membership (akin to other forms of discrimination such as racism and sexism). See Horta and Albersmeier (2020).
oppression’, \(^{31}\) and zoocide (a ‘genocide’ on species)\(^{32}\) at the hands of humans. Moreover, some argue that our systematic exploitation\(^{33}\) of animals is akin to slavery;\(^{34}\) that the systematic violence deployed against animals constitutes (literally or metaphorically) a war against animals;\(^{35}\) and that the treatment of animals in factory farms may be comparable to concentration camps.\(^{36}\) In short, the human-animal relationship is rife with atrocities that parallel many of the phenomena of injustice that have provided the experiential backdrop of human rights.\(^{37}\)

Given that the animal experience in many respects maps onto the human rights-generative experiential basis, it stands to reason that these shared experiences of injustice may warrant a shared normative response in the form of human rights. Human and animal rights are both informed by a background of historical and enduring experiences of suffering and injustice, and are driven by the political goal of ending the respective forms of oppression and social injustice.\(^{38}\) Human rights have come to be ‘the principle of liberation from oppression and domination’,\(^{39}\) and could very well grow into a political resource to address not only human


\(^{32}\)The unprecedented extinction of animal species due to human activities has been described as the ‘sixth mass extinction’ (or Anthropocene extinction). See Barnosky et al. (2011); Ceballos et al. (2015).

\(^{33}\)On animal exploitation, see Zuolo (2020), p. 326 (defining exploitation as situations in which ‘animals are instrumentally employed for the sake of producing something without taking their interests into account’); Korsgaard (2009), p. 14 (noting that we treat animals ‘as mere means or obstacles to human ends’ and discard of them when they have ‘outlived their usefulness’); Stache (2020), p. 418 (‘As super-exploited beings, animals do labour and produce products for free to the benefit of capital’); Gruen (2009), p. 162.


\(^{35}\)See Wadiwel (2015) (arguing that we should treat ‘our systems of violence towards animals precisely as constituting a war’); Stucki (2023) (arguing that the normative regimes governing war and animal exploitation are comparable, and that animal welfare law functions like a warfare law).

\(^{36}\)See notably Sztybel (2006) (himself the child of a Holocaust survivor, Sztybel argues that ‘Although nothing occurring in the realm of oppression is ever quite the same as anything else . . . in certain relevant respects, both broad and detailed comparisons can be made between the Holocaust and . . . the oppression of animals. The real issue is not whether the comparison can be made . . . the real question is whether we should dare to make the comparison, or to voice our opinions that there are chilling similarities between how Jews were treated in the Holocaust and how animals are treated in the present day’); see further Patterson (2002).

\(^{37}\)Some people may object to comparisons between the suffering and oppression of humans and animals. However, as Kymlicka and Donaldson (2014), p. 119, submit, linking ‘human and animal oppression is insulting to humans only if one starts from a commitment to species narcissism’; see also Spiegel (1996), p. 30.

\(^{38}\)Much like human rights, one of the key political functions of animal rights lies in eliminating institutionalized oppression, ‘abolishing exploitation and liberating animals from enslavement.’ Donaldson and Kymlicka (2011), p. 49.

but also animal injustice.\textsuperscript{40} It must be conceded, though, that unlike (most) humans, animals are unable to fight their own emancipatory battles. While animals may certainly commit individual acts of physical resistance against human aggressors,\textsuperscript{41} they are not equipped to collectively act and organize resistance in the political arena.\textsuperscript{42} Animals must therefore rely on human advocates to vindicate their best interests and rights vis-à-vis the political community. This element of paternalism—or solidarity\textsuperscript{43}—is however not extraneous to the logic of human rights, whose ‘power-taming’\textsuperscript{44} function it is precisely to protect not just the power- and resource-ful, but (perhaps even more so) the disempowered, vulnerable, and disenfranchised members of society.\textsuperscript{45} This is not only true for children and humans with mental disabilities, who depend on individual guardians and political representatives to defend their human rights. It is more generally in the nature of systematic oppression that its (human) victims are ‘essentially unable to rescue themselves’ and experience a ‘relative powerlessness . . . to alter their situation through self-help alone’.\textsuperscript{46} Anti-oppressive human rights are thus, to a greater or lesser extent, predicated on political solidarity and assistance by the non-oppressed and enfranchised. In this sense, human rights for animals need not necessarily be about self-emancipation, but rather, can function as a political ‘vehicle for emancipation’.\textsuperscript{47}

The overarching political goal of animal rights is to overcome the present societal conditions of institutionalized and oppressive violence against animals, and to advance the meta-idea of justice for animals. To this end, framing animal rights as new human rights can serve different practical functions of a short-term (discursive), medium-term (institutional), and long-term (transformative) nature.

\textsuperscript{40}See e.g. Gearty (2009), p. 178 (noting that there is ‘no inhibiting species barrier in play’); Nussbaum (2005), p. 300 (noting that ‘There is no obvious reason why notions of basic justice, entitlement, and law cannot be extended across the species barrier’); Dershowitz (2004), p. 193, 199 (noting that animal rights ‘may become established as the result of changing experiences’. Yet, he ‘postpones the ultimate decision about broad-based animal rights to a future time when our history and experience no longer make them necessary for human use as food, clothing, or experimental subjects’).

\textsuperscript{41}On animal resistance, see Colling (2020); Hribal (2010).

\textsuperscript{42}See also Pocar (1992), p. 221.

\textsuperscript{43}Winston (2007), p. 287 (noting that the ‘human rights ethos is founded on the notion of solidarity’).

\textsuperscript{44}Valentini (2017), p. 863 (characterizing the political function of human rights as ‘placing constraints on the conduct of powerful actors’).

\textsuperscript{45}cf. Peters (2021a), p. 22 (noting that rights are ‘needed exactly by the others, the ones who are deprived, and not by those who have the say and who have everything’).

\textsuperscript{46}Winston (2007), p. 287.

\textsuperscript{47}Peters (2021a), p. 20; it may further be noted that the human-animal relationship is unequivocally of a social and political nature. Animals, whose lives and deaths are largely determined by human rules, are thus already subject to political power. See Niesen (2020), p. 10.
3.2.2 Discursive and Rhetorical Function

As was noted before, the gestation process of new human rights is a lengthy one. Animal rights have passed the stage of intellectual conception and are currently in the emergence phase, awaiting broader institutional recognition. In this pre-institutional phase, the rhetoric of human rights plays an important role in social, political, and legal fora. Indeed, using the language of human rights for animals is not altogether different from other new human rights claims, which are generally triggered by an inadequate status quo and serve a number of rhetorical functions on the path to eventual institutionalization.

New human rights claims have an ‘appellative’ or spotlighting function that draws attention to a hitherto unrecognized injustice or some existing state of inadequate protection for an important social value or vulnerable group. The current state of animal protection—this much is agreed upon by all animal rights advocates—is painfully inadequate. The (perceived) failure of existing animal welfare laws acts as a key political motive for transforming animals’ real experiences of injustice into normative claims to human rights. Given the ‘colossal appeal’ of human rights to confront ‘intense oppression or great misery’, it seems only natural for animal advocates to look to human rights discourse. Florian Hoffmann characterizes human rights as ‘a plural, polycentric, and ultimately indeterminate discourse amenable to use by everyone nearly everywhere. Wherever individuals and groups wish to challenge what they perceive as oppressive or hegemonic structures, they can avail themselves of that discourse’. Human rights may thus be understood as a kind of open source instrument that can be used by social justice movements, such as the animal rights movement, for the political purpose of challenging, addressing, and

48 See supra Chap. 1.1.3.
49 On the rhetorical (appellative, contesting, connecting, triggering, and jurisgenerative) functions of new human rights, see generally von Arnauld and Theilen (2020).
51 See e.g. Kymlicka (2017), p. 126 (noting the ‘painful inadequacies of existing regimes of animal law’ and that ‘the fundamental purpose of these laws is not to protect animals, but on the contrary to assert the right to use animals’); Stucki (2023); Sankoff (2013); Bryant (2010), p. 59ff; DeCoux (2009), p. 19ff; on the shortcomings of current animal protection laws, see generally Francione (1995).
53 Hoffmann (2006), p. 409 (further stating that ‘There is no single correct signification and thus use of human rights’); see also Gearty (2010), p. 11 (characterizing human rights as ‘vibrant, fluctuating, intentionally indefinable’ term with a ‘long and noble tradition as a galvanizer of resistance to oppression’); Kreide (2015), p. 410f (noting that the political language of human rights ‘can be “used” by any person to criticize existing ordering structures and can be activated for political purposes’ addressing oppression).
54 On animal rights as a social justice issue, see e.g. Jones (2015); Kymlicka and Donaldson (2014), p. 116; Benton (1993); Nocella et al. (2014).
ultimately ending the identified injustice. Such is the mobilizing, contesting, and recognitional (or ‘connecting’) function of new human rights claims: they provide social movements with a powerful language for the ‘contestation of an unjust status quo’, the organization of opposition, and mobilization of societal support.\footnote{von Arnauld and Theilen (2020), p. 49; see also Gearty (2010), p. 11 et passim (viewing human rights ‘as a phrase around which positions of opposition to power can be articulated, new bonds of solidarity can be garnered and fresh versions of right and justice can be launched on a disbelieving world’); Koskenniemi (2010), p. 48 (‘To dress a claim . . . in the form of a “right” is to put it in the strongest available terms’).}

Overall, new human rights claims are thus powerful ‘challenges to the status quo’ and its institutional arrangements, and offer a rhetorically potent instrument in the service of bringing about political and legal change.\footnote{See Susi (2020), p. 22f.} Yet, for human rights claims to change realities, authoritative actors and institutions must recognize them.\footnote{See Bob (2009), p. 10.}

Perhaps most importantly, then, the language of human rights serves a jurisgenerative function\footnote{Facilitating eventual jurisgenesis, i.e., the creation or reinterpretation of recognitional legal norms. See von Arnauld and Theilen (2020), p. 47f.} and generates pressure for eventual institutionalization. As Regina Kreide notes, human rights claims do not only ‘trigger processes of reflection about injustices but also give rise to expectations and “performance pressure” on the part of states’, for example, to translate moral rights to legal rights.\footnote{Kreide (2015), p. 405.} Such is generally the function of moral rights claims as ‘demand for new legal rights’—what has been variously described as ‘ought to be legal rights’,\footnote{Feinberg (1992), p. 153 (moral rights assertion so as to ‘put in a claim . . . to be given the corresponding legal right’).} ‘manifesto’ rights or ‘ideal rights’.\footnote{Stucki (2020), p. 534.} In this way, new human rights claims can serve as a ‘bridge between morality and law’.\footnote{Feinberg (1973), p. 67, 84f (‘Ideal right’ in the sense of ‘what ought to be a positive . . . right, and would be so in a better or ideal legal system’).}

\footnote{Bilchitz (2018), p. 128 (arguing that ‘fundamental rights are best understood as moral ideals that create pressure for legal institutionalization’. Ibid, p. 121); see further Langlois (2016), p. 17 (noting that the ‘historical development of human rights has depended on the conviction that rights exist as moral demands that need to be translated into legal and institutional contexts in order to be effectively protected’).
3.2.3 Institutional and Universalizing Function

Institutionalization marks the transition from merely moral rights (claims) to legally recognized rights. Human rights are generally considered to be of a dual, moral and legal nature, and best understood as a ‘legally recognized and enforceable subset of universal moral rights.’ As moral rights, human rights exist regardless of whether they are recognized, codified, respected, or enforced by law. But human rights are also of an ‘inherently legal nature’ and positivized in a canon of international and constitutional human rights law. This process of positivization, juridification, or legalization is important also for animal rights, because translating suprapositive rights into institutional contexts contributes to making the protection of animals more robust and effective. Merely moral animal rights are not able to set the kind of ‘real and substantial obstacles’ against institutionalized forms of injustice that human rights are expected to set. As Martha Nussbaum has aptly noted, ‘No major crimes against sentient beings have been curbed by ethics alone, without the coercive force of law’. Indeed, institutionalization constitutes the very essence of political conceptions of human rights, as ‘rights which are to be given institutional recognition, rights which transcend private morality.’

The legal institution of human rights protects fundamental interests that are ‘typically threatened by the state’, and its main addressees are thus public institutions. At present, states are heavily implicated in systematic (moral) animal rights violations, either by inflicting or facilitating collectively organized violence against animals. The act of institutionalization would place states under a duty to respect, protect, and fulfil (legal) animal rights. With regard to the duty to respect, an
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70 MacCormick (2008), p. 197 (noting that human rights ‘set real and substantial obstacles to notorious and historically well attested ways of inflicting misery and degradation on humans’).
73 Peters (2016), p. 43.
75 Lorite Escorihuela (2011), p. 26 (noting that ‘States are simply engaged, as political organisations, and through the exercise of sovereign power, in massive violence against animals. At the peak of their agency, States support, sponsor, or even organize actual physical coercion against them’).
important function of legal animal rights would be to raise the burden of justification for infringements.\(^{77}\) Whereas today, animals’ fundamental interests are regularly overridden by inferior or even trivial human interests, interfering with fundamental animal rights would trigger more stringent justification requirements based on established principles of human rights adjudication. This would, first, limit the sorts of considerations that constitute a legitimate aim which can be balanced against fundamental animal rights. Furthermore, the balancing process must encompass a strict proportionality analysis, comprised of the elements of suitability, necessity and proportionality \textit{stricto sensu}, which would preclude the bulk of the sorts of low-level Justifications that are currently sufficient.\(^{78}\) This heightened threshold for justifiable infringements, in turn, translates to a lower infringeability of fundamental animal rights and an increased immunisation of animals’ \textit{prima facie} protected interests against being overridden by conflicting considerations and interests of lesser importance.

While public actors frequently engage in animal rights violations, Anne Peters rightly notes that ‘the most important direct abusers of animals are private actors . . . However, behind those private actors stands the regulation (or the regulatory failure) of states.’\(^{79}\) Importantly, then, legal animal rights would impose on the state a \textit{duty to protect}—a systemic responsibility to create and implement a legal system that protects animal rights also against private transgressions, through proper legislation and enforcement.\(^{80}\) As Peters puts it, ‘animal rights should be modelled on fundamental human rights, directed against the state, but unfolding appropriate “horizontal” effects against private actors.’\(^{81}\) In this vein, the Constitutional Court of Ecuador held that the animal right to life comprises two dimensions: a negative one, through which the state is prohibited from infringing on animal life, and a positive one, through which public authorities are obliged to establish a system of rules that protect animal life against aggression regardless of their public or private origin.\(^{82}\)

The Ecuadorian Constitutional Court further alluded to the state’s \textit{duty to fulfil}, when noting that the right to free development of animal behaviour includes not just the negative duty of the state or any other person not to interfere, impede, or hinder free development, but also the positive obligation of the state to promote and ensure the development of free animal behaviour.\(^{83}\) The duty to fulfil generally describes

\(^{78}\) At present, the overwhelming portion of permissible interferences with animals’ interests can hardly be said to be necessary or proportionate in any real sense of the word. See Francione (2000), p. 9, 55.
\(^{81}\) Peters (2021b), p. 513.
\(^{82}\) Corte Constitucional del Ecuador, Final Judgment No. 253-20-JH/22 (‘Estrellita Monkey’ case) of 27 January 2022, para 131f.
\(^{83}\) Ibid, para 114.
the positive obligations of states to assist and provide the right-holders with access to
the objects of their rights. This means that formal legal recognition should suc-
cessively lead to the substantive realization of animal rights.

Lastly, recognizing and institutionalizing animal rights as new human rights
would also imply their (eventual) universalization. Indeed, Anne Peters points
out that animal rights ‘need to be universalized in order to have an effect in a
globalized setting.’ Against the backdrop of the ‘globalization of animal cruelty’ and
the transnational nature of animal exploitation, human rights universalism
offers a suitable conceptual framework for unfolding the basic, non-relational rights
of all animals on a global scale, irrespective of an animal’s particular circumstances,
geographical background, or species. International animal rights could serve as a
benchmark against which to measure, criticize, and develop domestic law that fails
to satisfy international standards. And while universalized animal rights, like
human rights universalism, may attract the criticism of cultural imperialism, Costas
Douzinas reminds us that ‘Too often respect for cultural differences, a necessary
corrective for the arrogance of universalism, has turned into a shield protecting
appalling local practices.’

### 3.2.4 Aspirational and Transformative Function

Formal legal recognition marks but a starting point—rather than the endpoint—for
the realization of human and animal rights. Once institutionalization has occurred,
the long-term work in progress is to translate the moral ideals expressed in legal
rights to real change. Respecting, protecting, and fulfilling animals’ most fundamen-
tal rights would inevitably require far-ranging changes in our treatment of animals,
and would ultimately rule out ‘virtually all existing practices of the animal-use
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85 As the Supreme Court of India has put it, the ‘United Nations, all these years, safeguarded only
the rights of human beings, not the rights of other species . . . International community should hang
their head in shame, for not recognizing their rights’. Supreme Court of India 7 May 2014, civil
appeal no 5387 of 2014, para 47.
88 See Lorite Escorihuela (2011), p. 26 (noting the ‘normalized global commodification of animals
as goods, parts, products, and resources, exchanged across borders’).
90 Douzinas (2000), p. 137; for an overview of the critique of legal imperialism and responses, see
91 See Harvey (2004), p. 723 (noting that human rights are ‘a work in progress rather than a finished
project’); Kymlicka and Donaldson (2018), p. 333 (noting that ‘achieving legal rights on paper is
just one stage, not the end, of the political struggle’).
Considering how deeply animal exploitation is woven into the economic and cultural fabric of contemporary societies, and how pervasive violence against animals is on both an individual and a collective level, the idea of recognizing—let alone enforcing—animal rights may therefore appear far removed from social reality. This chasm between normative ideals and the deeply imperfect realities they collide with—or what Jack Donnelly calls the ‘possession paradox’ (‘‘having’ and ‘not having’ a right at the same time’) is however not a problem unique to fundamental animal rights. Rather, the idea of human rights is generally of an evolutionary and aspirational nature. As Philip Harvey submits, virtually all human rights claims, when first formally recognized, were mere aspirations with little correspondence to reality. Moreover, human rights must always remain aspirational to some degree, in that they constantly expand and raise the bar for the to-be-achieved (yet presently unattainable) goals. Human rights are thus ‘a form of aspirational law’ through which humans set goals for themselves concerning ‘the kinds of societies they are committed to creating’. Or as Patricia Williams puts it, ‘rights are to law what conscious commitments are to the psyche’. Aspirational rights express commitments to ideals that, even if they may not be fully realisable at the time of their formal recognition, act as a continuous reminder and impulse that stimulates social and legal change towards more expansive implementation.

This provides a useful lens for thinking about the aspirational nature and transformative function of fundamental animal rights. Surely, the mere formal recognition of fundamental animal rights will not, by any realistic measure, bring about an instant practical achievement of the ultimate goal of ‘abolishing exploitation and liberating animals from enslavement’. Take, for example, the right to life.

92Donaldson and Kymlicka (2011), p. 40; Regan (2004), p. 348f (noting that the ultimate conclusion of animal rights is ‘the total dissolution of the animal industry as we know it’).
93See also Bilchitz (2009), p. 69.
94Donnelly (2013), p. 9 (noting that paradoxically, ‘‘having’ a right is of most value precisely when one does not ‘have’ (the object of) the right—that is, when active respect or objective enjoyment is not forthcoming’).
95See generally Harvey (2004); Knowles (2001), p. 255f (noting that ‘the human rights framework expresses both fundamental prescriptions on behavior and aspirational goals for society. . . . human rights instruments describe both minimum conditions for human flourishing and aspirational goals for a world in which all humans live in harmony and reach their fullest potential’); Nagan et al. (2016), p. 75 (noting that a ‘political or legal idea is not necessarily one that is translated into operational practice. In modern terminology, it is a perspective. . . . History is a constant struggle to put man’s ideas or perspectives into practice’).
96Harvey (2004), p. 717f. 722 (noting that ‘Rather than expressing the rules we currently are willing to live by, human rights norms tend always to exceed our reach. They are a kind of law by means of which human societies set goals for themselves’).
Respecting and protecting animal life would (at least in industrialised societies) preclude most forms of killing animals for food, and would thus certainly conflict with the entrenched practice of eating meat. Yet, while the current social normality of eating animals may make an immediate prohibition of meat production and consumption unrealistic, this is also precisely the reason why animals need a right to life (i.e., a right not to be eaten), as fundamental rights help to denormalize accepted social practices and to establish, internalize, and habituate normative boundaries. David Bilchitz proposes the established concept of ‘progressive realisation’ (originally developed in the context of socio-economic human rights) as a useful legal framework for the gradual implementation of animal rights. Accordingly, each fundamental animal right could be seen as comprising a *minimum core* that has to be ensured immediately, coupled with a general *prohibition of retrogressive measures* and an obligation to progressively move towards a *fuller realisation*.101

To be sure, achieving the full recognition and realization of animal rights will be a long, gradual, and perpetual process. Although fundamental animal rights may currently not be fully realisable, the very act of introducing them into law and committing to them as normative ideals places animals on the political map and provides a powerful basis from which to address and alleviate the injustice suffered by animals in current societies. In this way, institutionalized animal rights can function as legal infrastructure for moving from an imperfect and unjust status quo towards more ideal societal conditions in which animal rights can be respected and protected.103

### 3.3 ... and Animal Rights Are Good for Humans: The Prudential Argument

The justice-based case for animal rights, on its own, will likely not convince the humanist sceptic. Granted, human rights may be good for animals—but are animal rights good for humans? While the principled argument for animal rights relies on practical reasons why animals stand to benefit from receiving human rights, the prudential argument must proffer compelling reasons why humans stand to benefit from giving human rights to animals. Prudential reasons for animal rights are such that can be arrived at from a purely *instrumental, human rights-internal* logic, insofar as animal rights simultaneously serve the indirect function of strengthening
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100 See Kymlicka and Donaldson (2018), p. 331f.
102 See also Bilchitz (2009), p. 69.
103 Bilchitz (2018), p. 121ff, understands fundamental rights as ‘bridging concepts’ that facilitate the transition from past and present imperfect social realities towards more just societies.
human rights protection. Indeed, the prudential argument submits that human rights may function better in tandem with animal rights, and that ignoring animal rights will end up undermining human rights.

### 3.3.1 Antagonistic and Synergistic Assumptions

The general intuition, especially among human rights scholars, is that human rights best remain an exclusive ‘humans only’ club, if only for practical reasons, because recognizing animal rights would have negative effects on humans. The common concern that animal rights are bad for human rights takes different forms. Some scholars generally caution against an excessive proliferation of rights, as it risks trivializing the institution and eroding the currency of human rights. Others fear that admitting animals into the fundamental rights club would be a slippery slope, and level down the normative status of humans. For example, Richard Posner advocates for keeping a strict dividing line between humans and animals, lest ‘we may end up treating human beings as badly as we treat animals, rather than treating animals as well as we treat (or aspire to treat) human beings.’ In a similar vein, Richard Cupp projects that ‘Rather than only seeing animals’ rights status rise, we should expect also to see humans’ rights status to fall, with human rights and animal rights meeting somewhere in the middle.’ Will Kymlicka and Sue Donaldson have further observed a ‘distinctively Left motivation for resisting animal rights’, namely the concern that they will harm ‘the struggles of other disadvantaged groups’. All of these objections rest on the (oftentimes implicit) assumption that the human rights project is predicated on a special, and elevated, human status—the hallmark of human exceptionalism. The bottom line of the antagonistic intuition is the expectation that animal rights would somehow undermine human rights, and that the ongoing exclusion of animals is therefore a necessary evil to the higher goal of safeguarding human rights.

Although these are important concerns that warrant serious consideration, I take the assumption of a principally antagonistic relationship between human and animal rights to be problematic and mistaken. The antagonistic assumption speculates about potential negative effects that may or may not actualize. Certainly, some old human rights would be incompatible with fundamental animal rights and would need to be
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104 See e.g. Schmahmann and Polacheck (1995), p. 749 (arguing that it would be ‘dangerous to give or attribute legal rights to animals because such extension of legal rights would have serious, detrimental impacts on human rights and freedoms’).

105 See supra Chap. 1.2.

106 On this concern, see Wills (2020) (arguing that such ‘levelling-down’ concerns are misplaced).


retired, such as the right to injure and kill animals for culinary pleasure or entertainment. Suchlike entitlements to and powers over another’s body might, however, be considered ‘illegitimate rights’ in the first place (as was historically the case with slave-owners’ rights). This is not to say that legitimate rights conflicts would not inevitably occur, for example, between equivalent human and animal interests to life, health, or habitat. To deal with these concrete rights conflicts, appropriate legal mechanisms will have to be developed, along the lines of the proportionality and balancing requirements guiding human rights adjudication. But on a more abstract level, it is unclear why respect for animal rights would generally and necessarily be harmful to, and diminish respect for, human rights. Animal rights advocates consistently emphasize that rather than devaluing humans, animal rights would simply upvalue animals and may even result in more respect for human rights. For example, Anne Peters asserts that ‘upgrading the cause of animals in no way inevitably downgrades concern for humans . . . In theory, both agendas can go hand in hand. In practice, they normally do so.’

Moreover, we may just as well assume that animal and human rights have an overall synergistic and mutually beneficial relationship, and consider the potential positive effects of this alliance. Rather than undermining them, animal rights may actually bolster our commitment to human rights. In this vein, Helena Silverstein argues that affirming animal rights strengthens human rights in several ways: it reaffirms the rights of non-paradigmatic humans, reinforces the notion that ‘arbitrary demarcations, including those that justify racism, sexism, and other “isms,” are inappropriate’, and champions the values of sentience and empathy. We may call this the synergistic approach, one that ‘reaffirms human rights and
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110 Wise (1998), p. 796 (noting that ‘The unjustly enriched always suffer from the applications of justice’ and that stripping away humans’ property rights over animals ‘threatens only illegitimate rights’); in a similar vein, but in the context of women’s rights curtailing men’s rights, MacKinnon (1993), p. 615 (noting that ‘male forms of power over women are affirmatively embodied as individual rights in law. When men lose power, they feel they lose rights. Often they are not wrong.’ What is eliminated, though, are ‘current “rights” to use, access, possess, and traffic women’).


112 As Taylor (2010), p. 231, succinctly puts it: ‘showing respect for animals (or women, or non-white people, or whomever) does not require or imply showing less respect for humans (or men, or white people, or whomever)’; see also Keim and Sosnowski (2012), p. 78 (arguing that the human and animal rights cause are not mutually exclusive).

113 See e.g. Francione (2000), p. 174 (the ‘argument for animal rights does not decrease respect for human life; it increases respect for all life’).

114 Peters (2016), p. 36.

115 See also Kivinen (2021), p. 195ff (arguing that animal rights discourse should be more invested in furnishing arguments for animal rights that correspond with overlapping human interests); Regan (1985), p. 24 (stating that ‘the animal rights movement is part of, not antagonistic to, the human rights movement’).

concomitantly advances animal rights.\textsuperscript{117} The core of the synergistic argument is that because, and to the extent that, the social or natural conditions that threaten human and animal rights are intertwined, so should be the normative responses—interrelated problems call for interrelated solutions.\textsuperscript{118} Put differently, in light of their social and natural interconnectedness, disrespecting animal rights is likely to harm human rights, and respect for animal rights is likely to benefit human rights.

While both the antagonistic and synergistic assumption ultimately remain speculative—one about potential harmful effects, the other about potential positive effects—there are a number of compelling reasons to think that human and animal rights are mutually reinforcing and beneficial in important respects. In the following, I will look at two prudential reasons in particular—one of a socio-political and one of an eco-political nature—that should incline us to adopt a synergistic understanding. The first reason why we should understand human and animal rights as interdependent is that the underlying rights-generative phenomena of social injustice are interconnected and can fully be addressed only jointly. The second reason is that institutionalized animal exploitation feeds into and exacerbates a range of (anthropogenic) environmental problems—such as climate change, biodiversity loss, and zoonotic diseases—that pose some of the gravest existential threats to human rights.

\subsection*{3.3.2 Interconnections Between (Human and Animal) Rights-Generative Phenomena of Social Injustice}

One of the key practical goals of human rights is to eliminate or alleviate ‘the major forms of institutionalized oppression’\textsuperscript{119} and other forms of social injustice experienced by humans around the world. According to the synergistic argument, human rights may be better equipped to fulfill this function by integrating and simultaneously tending to animal rights. This is because many of the human rights-generative phenomena of social injustice appear to be interlinked with those underlying animal rights. That is, social injustice against animals in many ways interacts with, amplifies, and serves to justify injustices towards other humans, and thus works to undermine the emancipatory mandate of human rights.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{117}Silverstein (1996), p. 51.
\item \textsuperscript{118}There is a multitude of ways in which human welfare and rights intersect with animal welfare and rights. See e.g. Peters (2021b), p. 41ff (noting that the exploitation of animals raises or exacerbates a range of problems for human societies, the environment, and the planet, such as resource-inefficiency, global warming, food insecurity and diet-related diseases, and even armed conflicts and piracy. She concludes that ‘animal use contributes to problems of global nature and proportions: ecological damage, the extinction of species, human poverty and malnutrition, organised crime and war’); Matsuoka and Sorenson (2013) (arguing that human social welfare needs to include animal welfare, given the harmful consequences of animal exploitation on human health, vulnerable groups, and the environment).
\item \textsuperscript{119}Winston (2007), p. 285.
\end{itemize}
3.3.2.1 Intersections Between Human and Animal Social Justice Movements

Since the late eighteenth century, we can find numerous instances of intellectual and practical interconnections between human and animal social justice movements, demonstrating a lived political alliance. Historical links of animal rights exist, for example, with abolitionist, pacifist, humanitarian, and socialist values. As Conor Gearty notes, the ‘move towards compassion for animals . . . was not very different in sentiment from the feelings which produced the anti-slavery and humanitarian movements of the same period.’

For example, the philosopher and social reformer Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832) compared the injustice of animals’ treatment with that of slaves:

The day has been . . . in which the greater part of the species, under the denomination of slaves, have been treated by the law exactly upon the same footing as . . . the inferior races of animals are still. The day may come, when the rest of animal creation may acquire those rights which never could have been withheld from them but by the hand of human tyranny. The French have already discovered that the blackness of the skin is no reason why a human being should be abandoned without redress to the caprice of a tormentor. It may come one day to be recognized, that the number of the legs, the villosity of the skin, or the termination of the os sacrum, are reasons equally insufficient for abandoning a sensitive being to the same fate? . . . the question is not, Can they reason? nor, Can they talk? but, Can they suffer?

The social reformer and humanitarian Henry Stephens Salt (1851–1939) was one of the founders of the Humanitarian League, a ‘radical pressure group’ that espoused both human and animal rights and campaigned against corporal and capital punishment, sports hunting, and vivisection. Salt also authored one of the earliest and most comprehensive treatises on animal rights, which he related to human rights and social progress:

If “rights” exist at all . . . they cannot be consistently awarded to men and denied to animals, since the same sense of justice and compassion apply in both cases . . . It is an entire mistake to suppose that the rights of animals are in any way antagonistic to the rights of men. Let us not be betrayed for a moment into the specious fallacy that we must study human rights first, and leave the animal question to solve itself hereafter; for it is only by a wide and disinterested study of both subjects that a solution of either is possible.
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120 For a history of the animal rights movement and its intersections with human social justice movements, see generally Traïni (2016).
121 Gearty (2009), p. 179 (further noting that ‘The underlying idea behind each of these progressive movements was a strong commitment to the protection of the vulnerable (slaves/captured soldiers) from abuse of power (by their owners/captors). The analogy with the animal welfare movement, which was building a strong momentum at the same time, is clear.’ Ibid., p. 180).
122 Bentham (1789), p. 309.
123 On the Humanitarian League, see Weinbren (1994).
The philosopher and socialist Leonard Nelson (1882–1927)—who founded the Militant Socialist International (Internationaler Sozialistischer Kampfbund), which was part of the resistance against German National Socialism—also wrote about animal rights in his work. He connected the emancipatory labour movement and class struggle with the exploitation of animals and vegetarianism:

A labourer who does not just want to be a ‘prevented capitalist’ and who is thus serious about the fight against all exploitation, does not bow to the nefarious habit of exploiting harmless animals and does not take part in the everyday murder of millions of animals, whose cruelty, barbarity, and cowardice dwarfs the horrors of the world war.

Perhaps the strongest historical link of animal rights is with the women’s rights movement. Numerous women’s suffrage campaigners simultaneously advocated against animal cruelty. For example, Frances Power Cobbe (1822–1904)—a social reformer, suffragette, and founder of several animal advocacy groups (such as the National Anti-Vivisection Society)—was (in)famous both for her women’s rights and animal rights activism. These nineteenth century connections between feminism and animal causes were ‘precursors of a generation yet to come’—ecofeminists.

According to Greta Gaard, one of the mothers of ecofeminism,

Ecofeminism is a theory that has evolved from various fields of feminist inquiry and activism: peace movements, labor movements, women’s health care, and the anti-nuclear, environmental, and animal liberation movements. Drawing on the insights of ecology, feminism, and socialism, ecofeminism’s basic premise is that the ideology which authorizes oppressions such as those based on race, class, gender, sexuality, physical abilities, and species is the same ideology which sanctions the oppression of nature. Ecofeminism calls for an end to all oppressions . . . Its theoretical base is a sense of self . . . that is interconnected with all life.

Core to ecofeminism is an understanding of the interlocking oppression of animals, women (whose inferiority has historically been constructed by likening them to animals), and other marginalized humans. This interconnectedness of human and animal oppression is also a key theme in Critical Animal Studies, whose intersectional social justice approach seeks to achieve both human and animal liberation. In political practice, the interlinkage of social justice for humans and
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125 See e.g. Nelson (1949).
127 See e.g. Gaarder (2011); Kemmerer (2011).
128 See e.g. Birke (2000).
130 Gruen (1996), p. 441 (‘animals are oppressed in ways not unlike the ways that women, people of color, and other groups are oppressed’); Adams and Donovan (1995); Gaard (1993a); Donovan and Adams (1996); Adams and Gruen (2014); MacKinnon (2005).
131 See e.g. Deckha (2012); Nocella et al. (2014); Nibert (2002).
animals finds its clearest expression in the ‘One Struggle’\textsuperscript{132} slogan frequently promulgated by the animal rights movement: ‘‘one struggle” against all forms of domination’, and ‘one struggle against exploitation’.\textsuperscript{133}

Although much of intellectual and practical human rights work since the Enlightenment has been marked by human exceptionalism and the devaluation and exclusion of animals, there are many counterexamples of lived political interconnections between human and animal rights. While these examples are merely anecdotal, the underlying sentiment—that human and animal social (in)justice are interrelated—is increasingly corroborated by scientific research on the socio-psychological nexus between prejudicial attitudes against (marginalized) humans and animals, individual violence against (vulnerable) humans and animals, and collective violence against (animalized) humans and animals.

### 3.3.2.2 Sexism, Racism, Speciesism: The Correlation Between Prejudicial Attitudes Against (Marginalized) Humans and Animals

Human rights seek to eliminate deeply rooted forms of discrimination against humans based on their sex, ethnicity, nationality, cultural or religious background, sexual orientation, etc. The prudential argument for animal rights draws on an observed correlation between discriminatory attitudes towards human outgroups and speciesist attitudes,\textsuperscript{134} suggesting an ‘important link between one’s disposition toward human and nonhuman animals’.\textsuperscript{135} Research from social psychology indicates that prejudicial attitudes (such as sexism and racism) towards marginalized humans are generally associated with, and fostered by, prejudicial attitudes towards animals (speciesism).\textsuperscript{136} Studies have also shown that ‘endorsing speciesist attitudes is significantly and positively associated with negative attitudes toward ethnic outgroups’,\textsuperscript{137} and sexism,\textsuperscript{138} and that people who eat meat show a stronger predisposition to prejudicial tendencies, authoritarianism, and social dominance

\textsuperscript{132}A common chant at animal rights demonstrations goes like this: ‘Human freedom, animal rights – one struggle, one fight.’

\textsuperscript{133}Jenkins and Stanescu (2014), p. 74f.

\textsuperscript{134}See Wills (2020), p. 220; Kymlicka (2018), p. 781 (highlighting the ‘cascading set of negative effects on the rights of humans’ that go along with human supremacism: it ‘exacerbates racism, sexism and other forms of dehumanization, deadens ethical sensibilities, and marginalizes vulnerable human groups’).

\textsuperscript{135}Nibert (1994), p. 115.

\textsuperscript{136}See Costello and Hodson (2010, 2014); Plous (2003) (highlighting the socio-psychological parallels between prejudice against human outgroups and prejudice against animals).

\textsuperscript{137}Dhont et al. (2014), p. 105, 107 (showing that ‘biases toward human outgroups are intrinsically related to biases toward non-human animals because a general desire for group-based dominance and inequality underpin both types of biases’).

\textsuperscript{138}Roylance et al. (2016).
orientation (as compared to vegetarians and vegans). That is, many of the psychological factors—such as power, dominance, and control—underlying the speciesist mindset also ‘serve to reinforce and promote prejudice against humans.'

According to the Interspecies Model of Prejudice, this correlation can be explained by the exceptionalist belief in a human-animal divide, which sets the foundation for hierarchical thinking about animals and human outgroups (marginalized ‘others’ that are often likened to animals).

The growing evidence on the socio-psychological interconnections between speciesist and intrahuman discriminatory attitudes seems to repudiate the antagonistic assumption that animal rights must be sacrificed for the benefit of human rights. Rather, the reverse appears more likely: that disregard for animal rights may have negative effects on humans, by reinforcing the very (intrahuman) prejudices that human rights are supposed to fight. Considering that speciesism operates as a ‘multiplier of oppressive theories, attitudes, beliefs and practices that negatively affect marginalized humans’, Joe Wills rightly proposes that animal rights should be seen as ‘part of the solution to discrimination against marginalized humans, not as part of the problem’.

3.3.2.3 Dehumanization and Animalization: The Link Between (Collective) Violence Against Humans and Animals

Closely related to the aforementioned nexus between discriminatory mindsets towards humans and animals, there further exists a well-established link between physical violence against humans and animals.

On the level of individual or interpersonal violence, animal abuse has long been associated with violent crimes against humans and other antisocial behaviour. Animal cruelty is often regarded as a ‘gateway crime’, and an indicator of someone’s later propensity for (extreme) violence such as serial homicide, sexual assault, and school shootings. Furthermore, regardless of whether animal abuse is believed to be predictive of interpersonal violence, it is well-known to co-occur with
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139Veser et al. (2015); Stone (2022).
141Costello and Hodson (2014), p. 177f; see also Kymlicka (2018), p. 773 (noting that ‘Belief in human superiority over animals is not only empirically correlated with, but also causally connected to, the dehumanization of human outgroups’).
142See Costello and Hodson (2010), p. 19 (‘many of our outgroup biases may find their origins in our disregard for animal rights’).
144See e.g. Arluke et al. (1999); Linzey (2009); Nurse (2016), p. 37ff; DeMello (2012), p. 245ff; Lucia and Killias (2011).
145See National Sheriffs’ Association (2018), p. 5f; Beirne (2004); Bucchieri (2016).
domestic violence against women and children, as an ‘abusive household’ tends to victimize all vulnerable family members.\textsuperscript{147} It thus seems reasonable to assume that promoting respect for animal rights could simultaneously have ‘the “tangible” benefit of preventing violence towards humans and anti-social behavior that has a negative impact on society’.\textsuperscript{148}

Of even greater import to human rights is the link between \textit{collective violence} against humans and institutionalized (socially cultivated and condoned) violence against animals.\textsuperscript{149} Some of the gravest human rights violations have historically occurred and continue to happen during episodes of collective violence, such as wars and genocides. These acts of mass violence are regularly preluded by dehumanizing the victims and likening them to animals.\textsuperscript{150} For example, during World War II, Jews in Nazi Germany were portrayed as vermin (‘rats’) and Japanese in America as ‘monkeys’ or ‘apes’, and during the Rwandan genocide, Tutsi were labelled ‘cockroaches’. \textit{Animalistic dehumanization},\textsuperscript{151}—a type of dehumanization that operates through animalization—is a recurring epiphenomenon of and psychological justification for human mass violence.\textsuperscript{152} Likening humans to animals marks them as less-than-human or subhuman, and works as a ‘psychological lubricant’ that lowers inhibitions against violence and enables the kind of destructiveness and cruelty that would be unthinkable in ordinary circumstances.\textsuperscript{153}

Animalistic dehumanization feeds on, and derives its meaning from, the ‘fundamental sacrifice of \textit{nonhuman animals}’ in our society.\textsuperscript{154} That is, collective violence

\textsuperscript{147}See e.g. Upadhya (2014); Faver and Strand (2003).
\textsuperscript{148}Nurse (2016), p. 38.
\textsuperscript{149}Beirne (2009), pp. 182–187 submits that when exploring the link between violence against humans and animals, we should expand our perspective from ‘individual animal cruelty to institutionalized animal abuse.’ He notes that the ‘link between animal abuse and interhuman violence must surely be sought not only in the personal biographies of those individuals who abuse or neglect animals but also in those institutionalized social practices where animal abuse is routine, widespread, and often defined as socially acceptable’; see also Knight and Watson (2017).
\textsuperscript{150}See e.g. Livingstone Smith (2011), p. 3, 13 (noting that ‘dehumanization plays a crucial role in war, genocide, and other forms of brutality’ and typically figures as a ‘prelude and accompaniment to extreme violence’).
\textsuperscript{151}See Haslam (2006).
\textsuperscript{152}See Haslam (2014), p. 43 (noting that ‘the best known and least ambiguous historical examples of dehumanization involve animal metaphors’).
\textsuperscript{153}See Livingstone Smith (2011), p. 13; Fromm (1973), p. 123 (‘Whenever another being is not experienced as human, the act of destructiveness and cruelty assumes a different quality’); Haslam et al. (2007), p. 409f (noting that ‘inhumane actions are easier to perpetrate when their victims are seen as less than human’ and that ‘dehumanization enables, disinhibits, and justifies violent and otherwise aggressive behavior’).
\textsuperscript{154}Wolfe (2003), p. 101 (noting that animalization ‘is linked to the ongoing practices of violence against non-human others … [It] takes for granted the fundamental sacrifice of \textit{nonhuman animals} … which must continue to be legitimized if the ideological work of marking human others as animals for the purposes of their objectification and sacrifice is to be effective’).
against metaphorically animalized humans is informed and powered by a cultural backdrop of socially organized and normalized violence against actual animals.\textsuperscript{155} Animalization works to disinhibit and justify violence against humans only because—encoded in and enforced through our everyday practices of institutionalized violence against real animals—the ‘animal’ signifies a position of inferiority, ‘socially sanctioned abjection’, and a legitimate target of instrumental violence.\textsuperscript{156} The ‘animal’ designation offers a vast repertoire of socially habituated forms of cruelty that can be unleashed upon humans through the psychological mechanism of animalization. Consider the following passage in Theodor Adorno’s \textit{Minima Moralia}:

> The constantly encountered assertion that savages, blacks, Japanese are like animals, monkeys for example, is the key to the pogrom. The possibility of pogroms is decided in the moment when the gaze of a fatally-wounded animal falls on a human being. The defiance with which he repels this gaze – “after all, it’s only an animal” – reappears irresistibly in cruelties done to human beings, the perpetrators having again and again to reassure themselves that it is “only an animal”, because they could never fully believe this even of animals.\textsuperscript{157}

This suggests that as long as our society practices itself in the normalization and rationalization of violence against sentient beings perceived as others, this pattern of desensitization, indifference, and cognitive dissonance exercised and cultivated on animals is always in standby mode, ready to be activated against human others.\textsuperscript{158} The foreground actuality of institutionalized violence against animals thus operates as the permanent background potentiality of collective violence against animalized humans.

The nexus between mass violence against humans and animals through the interlocking mechanisms of dehumanization and animalization should incline human rights scholars (especially of the exceptionalist and antagonistic variant) to face an inconvenient truth: human exceptionalism is toxic not just for animals, but

\textsuperscript{155}See e.g. Adams (2013), p. 69 (noting that the ‘interaction between physical oppression and the dependence on [animal] metaphors . . . indicates that we distance ourselves from whatever is different by equating it with something we have already objectified’); Lorite Escorihuela (2011), p. 27 (noting that ‘Our millennial relationship to animals is . . . the background to the possibility of treating humans as less, or other, than humans’); Hodson et al. (2014), p. 86 (noting that ‘devaluing . . . animals paves the way for the neglect, exploitation, or extermination of other humans metaphorically likened to such animals’).


\textsuperscript{157}Adorno (2005), p. 105; in a similar vein, Kundera (1999), p. 286 (‘Mankind’s true moral test, its fundamental test . . . consists of its attitude towards those who are at its mercy: animals. And in this respect mankind has suffered a fundamental débâcle, a débâcle so fundamental that all others stem from it’).

\textsuperscript{158}See e.g. Patterson (2002), p. 12 (‘Once animal exploitation was institutionalized and accepted as part of the natural order of things, it opened the door to similar ways of treating other human beings, thus paving the way for such atrocities as human slavery and the Holocaust’).
also for humans.\textsuperscript{159} Animalistic dehumanization is inextricably intertwined with the ideology of human exceptionalism.\textsuperscript{160} Indeed, animalization equals dehumanization only \textit{within} the binary logic of human exceptionalism.\textsuperscript{161} Recall that human exceptionalism rests on a conception of human nature that defines humanness in terms of \textit{unique} features that separate (superior) humans from (inferior) animals. It is precisely this exceptionalist sense of unique humanness that is being denied to (dehumanized) humans when they are likened to animals.\textsuperscript{162} The human rights-relevant problem with the human-animal divide is that the ‘animal’ category is malleable, rarely ever confined to actual animals, and can be ‘ideologically deployed’ against other humans.\textsuperscript{163} Put differently, the human-animal binary is not merely a descriptive-zoological scheme that neatly separates all humans from all animals, but rather, a ‘discursive resource’\textsuperscript{164} that ‘has historically produced and may continue to reproduce a bloody margin of subhumans’.\textsuperscript{165}

Against the antagonistic assumption, it therefore seems to be the ideology of human exceptionalism (rather than animal rights) that undermines human rights. In fact, respect for animal rights would effectively disarm the psychological mechanism of animalization by erasing its violent meaning. As Scott Plous suggests, ‘the very act of “treating people like animals” would lose its meaning if animals were treated well.’\textsuperscript{166}

\textsuperscript{159}See Hodson et al. (2014), p. 106 (noting that ‘overvaluing humans, relative to nonhumans, lies at the heart of problems not only for animals but also for humans’); Costello and Hodson (2014), p. 177f (noting that exceptionalist ‘ideology justifies the social legitimacy of dominating and exploiting non-human animals . . . Troublingly, human domination over animals may also justify interhuman domination including slavery, genocide, and intergroup prejudices or violence’).

\textsuperscript{160}See Costello and Hodson (2014), p. 178 (noting that ‘fundamental beliefs in a human-animal divide set the foundation for outgroup dehumanization’).

\textsuperscript{161}It is only within the ideological mindset of human exceptionalism, where being human precisely means \textit{not} to be an animal, that ‘animalization operates as an ongoing threat of dehumanization’. Deckha (2012), p. 219.

\textsuperscript{162}Dehumanization in general is the negation of humanness, and animalistic dehumanization in particular is the negation of unique humanness in the exceptionalist sense that distinguishes humans from animals. See Haslam (2006), p. 257f; see also Hetey and Eberhardt (2014), p. 147 (‘Thinking of humans as animals dehumanizes them by divesting them of uniquely human characteristics such as rationality, morality, and civility’).

\textsuperscript{163}Fox (2004), p. 477; Donaldson and Kymlicka (2007), pp. 192–194 (noting that ‘Throughout history many members of the human species have been relegated to the “animal” side of the line’); Rorty (1993), p. 113 (‘the line between humans and animals is not simply the line between featherless bipeds and all others . . . the line divides some featherless bipeds from others’).

\textsuperscript{164}Wolfe (2013), p. 10 (noting that ‘the distinction “human/animal”—as the history of slavery, colonialism, and imperialism well shows—is a discursive resource, not a zoological designation’).

\textsuperscript{165}Weitzenfeld and Joy (2014), p. 6.

\textsuperscript{166}Plous (2003), p. 510.
3.3.2.4 ‘Entangled Empathy’\textsuperscript{167} and ‘Interspecies Solidarity’\textsuperscript{168}

Winston Nagan and colleagues note that human rights violations are often driven by “the emotion of negative sentiment which emerges as hate directed at the non-self “other”, and thus by cognitive processes ‘devoid of affection, empathy or solidarity.’ On the other side, they identify the generation of positive sentiment in the form of empathy, compassion, and solidarity as ‘the driving force for a world culture of human rights’.\textsuperscript{169} In a similar vein, Frederik von Harbou argues that human rights have their foundation in the natural faculty of empathy.\textsuperscript{170} Perhaps most prominently, Richard Rorty offers a narrative of the human rights success story that rehabilitates ‘the role of emotion and recognition of suffering’,\textsuperscript{171} and centres on sentimentality, sympathy, and solidarity (rather than rational morality).\textsuperscript{172} Rorty pragmatically states that the ‘emergence of the human rights culture seems to owe nothing to increased moral knowledge, and everything to hearing sad and sentimental stories’.\textsuperscript{173} Human rights progress hinges on (privileged) people sympathizing with the suffering of the ‘the despised and oppressed,’\textsuperscript{174} and thus lives off empathy—the ability to relate to, and care about, someone else’s suffering. For a sympathy-based human rights culture to flourish, we need what Rorty calls a ‘sentimental education’ that cultivates among people an ‘increasing ability to see the similarities between ourselves and people very unlike us as outweighing the differences.’\textsuperscript{175} It is this sense of commonality and kinship that helps different kinds of people to link up into ‘a “planetary community” dominated by a culture of human rights’.\textsuperscript{176} Rorty further alludes to the ‘possibility of trans-species solidarity’,\textsuperscript{177} by suggesting that the sort of sentimentally educated, nice people who believe that ‘prejudice against racial or religious groups is a terrible thing’ might also be convinced ‘to stop eating animals.’\textsuperscript{178} This is because empathy redirects our focus onto the basic similarities that connect rather than the morally irrelevant differences

\textsuperscript{167}Gruen (2015).
\textsuperscript{168}Coulter (2016).
\textsuperscript{169}Nagan et al. (2016), p. 1.
\textsuperscript{170}von Harbou (2014).
\textsuperscript{172}In a similar vein, Hunt (2007), p. 26 (arguing that human rights depend ‘on emotions as much as on reason’).
\textsuperscript{174}Rorty (1993), p. 127.
\textsuperscript{175}Rorty (1993), p. 129.
\textsuperscript{176}Rorty (1993), p. 125.
\textsuperscript{177}Abbey (2017), p. 7.
\textsuperscript{178}Rorty (1993), p. 126f; elsewhere, Rorty (1999), p. 79, notes that human rights culture depends on empathetic people ‘to whom the hunger and suffering of any human being (and even, perhaps, that of any other animal) is intensely painful’; see also Abbey (2017), p. 8.
that separate us as humans—and these relevant similarities are such ‘that do not interestingly distinguish us from many nonhuman animals.’

Research from social psychology seems to corroborate the Rortyan supposition that the same kind of sentimentally educated people who have sympathy for human others are likely to have compassion for other animals—and vice versa. Previously, we noted the interlinkages between prejudicial attitudes and violence against humans and animals. The other, brighter side of this nexus is that positive and rights-affirming attitudes towards humans and animals appear to be equally interlinked. Yon Soo Park and Benjamin Valentino have found a ‘strong connection between recognition of human rights and animal rights’ both at the individual attitude and the policy level. Their findings suggest that people’s views about human and animal rights are tightly linked: ‘People who believe in extending greater rights and protections to disadvantaged and marginalised groups . . . also tend to be supportive of animal rights.’ Conversely, other studies have shown that emphasizing ‘the basic capacities shared by humans and animals has the effect of expanding moral concern, not only to animals but also to human outgroups.’ In short, greater concern for animal rights seems to correlate with greater concern for human rights.

Of course, the likely explanation for this is that empathy for humans and other sentient animals is naturally linked, because the sympathy-triggering suffering of human and nonhuman animals is in many respects similar. Whereas it is sometimes assumed, in line with the antagonistic intuition, that humans should first care about other humans before caring about animals, Carol Adams asserts that such a ‘hierarchy of caring’ is mistaken. Rather, violence against and compassion for humans and animals are interdependent, and caring about both is required. The sentimental education needed for a strong, sympathetic human rights culture ought thus to include a humane education that cultivates a sense of interspecies kinship and
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182 Bastian et al. (2012), p. 427 (further explaining that ‘Seeing animals as similar to humans triggers greater moral concern by highlighting their morally relevant capacities . . . this process also naturally highlights that these same capacities are shared by all humans, thereby triggering increased moral concern for human outgroups’).
184 See Stone (2022) (identifying ‘empathy as an underlying common factor’ that explains the correlation between positive attitudes towards human and animal rights); Beirne (2009), p. 187; Darwin (1871), p. 101 (‘Sympathy beyond the confines of man, that is, humanity to the lower animals . . . seems to arise incidentally from our sympathies becoming more tender and more widely diffused, until they are extended to all sentient beings’).
185 Adams (2007), p. 21f; the feminist care tradition proposes that ‘sympathy, compassion, and caring are the ground’ upon which animal rights should be constructed. See Donovan (2007), p. 174.
kindness—this promises to generate beneficial sentiments and outcomes for both humans and animals.186

3.3.2.5 Moving from a Culture of Cruelty to a Human Rights Culture of Compassion

Contrary to the antagonistic assumption, animal rights appear to be conducive to a more inclusive, respectful, and compassionate human rights culture based on (transspecies) sympathy and solidarity. In fact, the foregoing suggests that it is not animal rights, but rather, the ideology of human exceptionalism and disregard for animal rights that is positively harmful to human rights. If human rights culture is (at least partly) based on empathy and compassion, it seems easy to see how our culture of cruelty against animals ends up hurting human rights too. Cultivating violence against animals deadens our natural feelings of empathy and desensitizes us to the suffering not only of animal others, but also of other humans.187 Conversely, cultivating refined compassion on both ends is good for human and animal rights. The very sentiments of empathy and kinship that underlie the recognition of animal rights will only work to foster and reinforce a compassionate human rights culture.188 Indeed, practicing transspecies sympathy and solidarity may move us from a culture of cruelty to a true human rights culture of compassion.189

Overall, there are thus strong prudential reasons for recognizing animal rights as integral part of the human rights mandate.190 Considering the socio-psychological interconnections between prejudice and violence against, and empathy and compassion for, humans and animals, protecting human and animal rights in concert seems to be the functionally better normative response to the human rights-relevant problems of oppression, discrimination, collective violence, and dehumanization.

186See Kymlicka (2018), p. 774 (noting that ‘humane education regarding animals—emphasizing interspecies affinities and solidarities—is known to encourage greater empathy and pro-social attitudes towards other humans’); Costello and Hodson (2014), p. 193 (highlighting the promise of dismantling the human-animal divide ‘as a possible prejudice intervention’).

187Even though our culture of cruelty works to deaden our feelings of empathy for the masses of animals we exploit, most people cringe when confronted with sad and sentimental stories about individual animals and the horrors that are forced upon them. As Donaldson and Kymlicka (2007), p. 204, submit, perhaps these sentiments reflect our ‘true moral intuition.’

188The more empathetic people we raise, ‘the stronger and more global our human rights culture will become.’ Rorty (1993), p. 127.

189As Marcuse (1965), p. 82, noted many decades ago, the ‘elimination of violence, and the reduction of suppression to the extent required for protecting man and animals from cruelty and aggression are preconditions for the creation of a humane society’.

190See also Peters (2018), p. 360 (noting that an ‘international animal rights codification would not only mitigate animal suffering but also would create positive synergies with the UDHR towards fulfilling its core mission, which is to prevent the commission of “barbarous acts which [outrage] the conscience of mankind”’).
3.3.3 The Environmental Nexus Between Human and Animal Rights

The second prudential reason for animal rights is of an eco-political nature and derives not from the socio-political but from the environmental interconnectedness of human and animal rights. In the present era of the Anthropocene, some of the most pressing and existential threats to human rights—such as climate change and pandemics—are closely linked to our systematic exploitation and extermination of animals. The current state of ‘planetary emergency’¹⁹¹ provides perhaps the strongest incentive for integrating concern for animal rights into the human rights mandate. The prudential argument here is fairly straightforward and its scientific basis well-established. Therefore, the following will be limited to a brief outline of the human rights-relevant environmental problems and their nexus to animals, before extrapolating the indirect function that animal rights might serve with a view to better protecting human rights in the Anthropocene.

3.3.3.1 Environmental Threats to Human Rights and Their Links to Animal Exploitation

As was noted earlier, human rights growth is stimulated by changing material conditions, and new human rights emerge in response to novel threats to human-ity.¹⁹² Today, some of the most momentous natural (albeit anthropogenic) risks to human rights stem from climate change and other environmental degradation. The UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights and the Environment, David Boyd, states that we are ‘in the midst of an unprecedented environmental crisis’.¹⁹³ The world is facing climate emergency;¹⁹⁴ rising sea levels and temperatures;¹⁹⁵ potentially catastrophic biodiversity loss¹⁹⁶ (the ‘sixth mass extinction’¹⁹⁷); other environmental degradation such as deforestation, air, land, and water pollution; and

¹⁹¹Lenton et al. (2019), p. 595 (further noting that ‘both the risk and urgency of the situation are acute . . . The stability and resilience of our planet is in peril’).
¹⁹²See supra 1.1.2.
¹⁹⁴Ripple et al. (2020, 2021).
¹⁹⁵World Meteorological Organization (2021) (noting that 2015–2021 are set to be the warmest 7 years on record, and sea level rise is at a new high).
¹⁹⁷Ceballos et al. (2017); Ceballos et al. (2015); Barnosky et al. (2011).
interrelated public health risks such as the increasing emergence of zoonotic diseases like COVID-19.\textsuperscript{198}

Evidently, all of these environmental problems are immediately and profoundly human rights-relevant.\textsuperscript{199} Climate change is now widely recognized as an ‘existential threat to civilization’,\textsuperscript{200} one of the biggest threats to humanity,\textsuperscript{201} and among the greatest and most pressing threats to human rights of both living and future generations.\textsuperscript{202} It already has major impacts on the full enjoyment of a wide range of human rights, such as the right to life (and in particular life with dignity),\textsuperscript{203} health, food, water and sanitation, and is likely to have ‘cataclysmic impact in the future’ as the environmental crises worsen.\textsuperscript{204} Climate-related natural disasters such as extreme weather events,\textsuperscript{205} torrential rain and floods, heatwaves, wild fires, droughts, and rising sea-levels have dire humanitarian impacts,\textsuperscript{206} and will lead to an increase in human mortality, illness, food and water insecurity,\textsuperscript{207} mass climate

\textsuperscript{198}Zoonotic diseases are natural threats that are exacerbated by environmental degradation. See IPBES (2020), p. 5 (noting that the ‘underlying causes of pandemics are the same global environmental changes that drive biodiversity loss and climate change’); Barouki et al. (2021) (noting that the ‘emergence and spread of SARS-CoV-2 appears to be related to urbanization, habitat destruction, live animal trade, intensive livestock farming and global travel’).

\textsuperscript{199}See Stucki et al. (2021).

\textsuperscript{200}Lenton et al. (2019), p. 595.

\textsuperscript{201}For an overview, see Wallace-Wells (2019) (noting that climate change is the ‘biggest threat human life on the planet has ever faced’, ibid., p. 6); Figueres and Rivett-Carnac (2020); Lieven (2020), p. 2ff.

\textsuperscript{202}See Knox (2016), p. 7; CIEL (2019), p. 1 (noting that ‘the climate crisis is the greatest-ever threat to human rights’).

\textsuperscript{203}See UN Human Rights Committee, General Comment No. 36, Article 6: Right to Life. 3 September 2019, CCPR/C/GC/36, para 62 (noting that ‘Environmental degradation, climate change and unsustainable development constitute some of the most pressing and serious threats to the ability of present and future generations to enjoy the right to life . . . and in particular life with dignity’; two cases on climate change and the right to life are pending with the European Court of Human Rights. ECHR, Duarte Agostinho and Others v. Portugal and 32 Other States (no. 39371/20); ECHR, Verein KlimaSeniorinnen Schweiz and Others v. Switzerland (no. 53600/20); on the European Court of Human Rights’ case law on the environment and Convention rights, see generally ECHR, Factsheet – Environment and the ECHR (April 2021).

\textsuperscript{204}See Boyd (2019), p. 10ff; Knox (2016), p. 7; Joint Statement on Human Rights and Climate Change by the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families, the Committee on the Rights of the Child and the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, HRI/2019/1 (14 May 2020); CIEL (2019), p. 32 (noting that as ‘the climate crisis worsens, so do the threats to the realization of human rights’); Lewis (2018), p. 15ff.

\textsuperscript{205}See IPCC (2021), p. 10 (noting that anthropogenic climate change is already affecting the frequency and intensity of extreme weather in every region across the globe).

\textsuperscript{206}See International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (2020).

\textsuperscript{207}Oxfam (2021) (noting that climate change increases the frequency and intensity of extreme weather events and disasters such as storms, floods and droughts, which is one of the primary drivers of global hunger, food scarcity, and ‘catastrophic food insecurity’).
migration, and resource conflicts. Moreover, climate change and other environmental degradation act as an aggravator (the ‘ultimate threat multiplier’) of existing threats to international peace and security, and as a stressor to economic, social, and political systems and the stability of states, regions, and societies. In short, the (human-made) natural crises of the Anthropocene threaten core aspects of human life, well-being, health, security, as well as society and humanity as a whole.

The existential environmental crises that humanity faces today are deeply intertwined with the institutionalized exploitation and extermination of animals that are part and parcel of our social and economic fabric. Animal agriculture, especially industrial meat and milk production, is one of the main drivers (or the ‘main culprit’) of climate change and greenhouse gas emissions, as well as biodiversity and habitat loss. Conversely, the need for transitioning to plant-based food systems and reducing the global consumption of animal products is now widely recognized—albeit not practiced—as a pivotal mitigation priority for halting climate change. Moreover, the exploitation of farmed and wild animals exceedingly contributes to grave public health risks. For example, three out of four emerging infectious diseases are zoonoses. Wildlife markets (such as the one identified as a possible point of origin for the Corona virus) and factory farms are
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208 Rigaud et al. (2018); UNHCR (2021).
209 See Ekins et al. (2019), p. 47 (the pervasive effects of climate change include ‘extreme events (including flooding, hurricanes and cyclones) leading to loss of lives and livelihoods, pervasive droughts leading to loss of agricultural productivity and food insecurity, severe heat waves, changes in disease vectors resulting in increases in morbidity and mortality, slowdowns in economic growth, and increased potentials for violent conflict’).
211 See generally Sebo (2022) (showing that human use of animals contributes to environmental, health, and other human-caused global threats); for a detailed exposition of the animals, pandemics, and climate change nexus, ibid., p. 40ff.
212 Kivinen (2021), p. 197.
213 The human activities with the largest climate impact are the burning of fossil fuels, deforestation, and industrial agriculture—and the latter two are intimately connected to animal production. See Ripple et al. (2017), p. 1026; Xu et al. (2021); FAO (2020).
214 See WWF (2021), p. 5 (showing that the European Union is the World’s second largest importer of tropical deforestation and associated greenhouse gas emissions, notably through its imports of agricultural commodities such as soy [used as livestock feed] and beef).
215 See Benton et al. (2021) (identifying global food systems as a main driver of biodiversity loss).
216 On animal agriculture’s harmful environmental impacts, see generally FAO (2006).
217 See only IPCC (2019), p. 488; European Commission (2021), p. 121f; Boyd (2019), p. 22; Sun et al. (2022); Philippidis et al. (2021); Ripple et al. (2020), p. 11; Clark et al. (2020); Willett et al. (2019); Springmann et al. (2018); Springmann et al. (2016), p. 4146.
219 See Coker et al. (2011), p. 326 (noting that ‘nearly three-quarters of emerging and re-emerging diseases of human beings are zoonoses’).
220 Li et al. (2020).
breeding grounds for such zoonotic diseases that threaten human health.\(^{221}\) Intensive animal farming, through its excessive use of antibiotics, also accelerates the rising threat of antimicrobial resistance. This growing public health problem is so serious, according to the WHO, that it ‘threatens the achievements of modern medicine’ and renders a ‘post-antibiotic era . . . a very real possibility for the twenty-first century.’\(^{222}\)

In short, our collective maltreatment of animals simultaneously causes, feeds into, and aggravates many of today’s most pressing ecological risks to human rights. As Jeff Sebo encapsulates it, ‘Our exploitation and extermination of nonhuman animals are not only harming many nonhuman animals but also contributing to public health threats such as pandemics and environmental threats such as climate change.’\(^{223}\)

### 3.3.3.2 Indirect Contribution of Animal Rights towards Protecting Human Rights against Environmental Threats

Against the factual backdrop of ever-worsening environmental threats to human rights on the one hand and their intimate connection with our (ab)use and (mal)-treatment of animals on the other hand, the eco-prudential argument for animal rights is as simple as it is compelling: animal rights would be beneficial to human rights, because eliminating animal exploitation will simultaneously eliminate one of the main drivers of some of the greatest human rights threats of our time.\(^{224}\)

Contemporary human rights have an environmental dimension, and one increasingly important function of human rights is to protect humanity against the harms of climate change and other man-made natural threats.\(^{225}\) Human rights can properly fulfil this function only by addressing the underlying causes of these environmental risks and their nexus with animal exploitation, and by factoring in the interdependence of humans, animals, and the environment. In the natural sciences, this nexus is reflected in the concept of One Health—a holistic approach to global public health that recognizes the inextricable links between the health of humans,

\(^{221}\) See Rabozzi et al. (2012), p. 77 (noting that ‘animal breeding activities can pose a significant public health risk’ with regard to emerging infectious diseases); Cascio et al. (2011), p. 336 (highlighting the human-related factors contributing to the resurgence of zoonoses, such as ‘hunting or pet owning, and culinary habits, industrialization sequelae such as farming/food chain intensification, globalization of trade, human intrusion into ecosystems’); Rostal et al. (2013); IPBES (2020), p. 5 (noting that the ‘underlying causes of pandemics are the same global environmental changes that drive biodiversity loss and climate change. These include land-use change, agricultural expansion and intensification, and wildlife trade and consumption’).

\(^{222}\) WHO (2014), p. IX; see also Rochford et al. (2018).

\(^{223}\) Sebo (2022), p. 117.

\(^{224}\) See also Sebo (2022), p. 6f (arguing that we need to include concern for animals as integral part of our climate change mitigation and adaption efforts).

\(^{225}\) See Knox (2021); Gross (2021).
The central idea is that in order to achieve better public health outcomes for humans (for example, with regard to zoonotic diseases and antimicrobial resistance), it is necessary to integrate animal and environmental health, since these are interconnected. This integrative strategy has been further extended to a *One Welfare* approach, which views human and animal welfare as ‘intrinsically interconnected’ and advocates ‘balancing and promoting human and animal welfare in connected ecosystems and societies.’ The human–animal–environment nexus was further recognized in a recent United Nations Environment Assembly Resolution, noting that ‘the health and welfare of animals, sustainable development and the environment are connected to human health and well-being’ and acknowledging the ‘increasing need to address these connections through the One Health approach, among other holistic approaches.’ Such a holistic approach—a *One Rights* approach—is also warranted in the realm of human rights, reflecting the environmentally mediated interdependence of humans and animals. Accordingly, the factual nexus between environmental human rights-threats and animal exploitation should translate to a normative nexus between protecting human and animal rights. Protecting human rights against environmental and health threats such as climate change and pandemics may be functionally best facilitated by integrating the protection of animals against precisely the kind of exploitation and extermination that contributes to those existential human rights threats.

Current environmental problems provide a compelling ecological rationale for abolishing our institutionalized exploitation of animals and (albeit only for instrumental reasons) vesting them with anti-exploitative rights, as an effective means of preserving the preconditions for the enjoyment of human rights. Ironically, or dialectically, our exploitation of animals has thus produced the very material conditions that now render it prudent to recognize animal rights as an integral part of the human rights mandate. Simply put, treating animals as if they mattered (even if we cannot agree on the moral foundations) seems to be the best institutional safeguard against some of the worst environmental threats humanity faces today. Addressing the animal question is thus far from a mere ethical issue, but rather, it has become an

---

226 See e.g. Rostal et al. (2013), p. 102 (‘One Health is the all-encompassing concept that recognizes the inextricable links between the health of people, animals (wild and domestic), and the environment’); Atlas (2013), p. 1f; on One Health, see generally Mackenzie et al. (2013); Zinsstag et al. (2021).

227 For example, the World Health Organization (WHO), Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), and World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) have established, under the One Health approach, a ‘formal tripartite alliance to enhance global coordination and to promote intersectoral collaboration between the public health and animal health sectors as well as in food safety’. WHO (2014), p. 62.

228 Colonius and Earley (2013); García Pinillos (2018), p. 12 (defining One Welfare as ‘a collaborative approach for integrating animal welfare, human wellbeing and the environment, with an end point of improving global welfare’).

existential necessity for humans. While it is sometimes assumed that the idea of animal rights is a nicety we can tend to once human rights are fully realized and secured, this belief is fatally mistaken. Quite the opposite is true: in the face of mounting environmental crises, ignoring the animal question has become a luxury humanity can no longer afford.

In the end, human and animal rights are in the same boat. Contrary to the antagonistic intuition, however, this metaphor does not stand for a lifeboat scenario in which animals have to be sacrificed in order to save human rights, but for a situation of shared fate and interdependence. Because human and animal existence are naturally and evermore interdependent, so should be the rights protecting them—One Health, One Welfare, One Rights.
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Chapter 4
One Rights: Indivisibility and Interdependence of Human and Animal Rights

Those who are truly dedicated to human rights should not be afraid of characterizing their subject as a subset of a wider topic, that of animal rights. Gearty (2009), p. 182.

The previous chapters have argued that human rights can and should be extended to animals. This final part advocates the recognition of animal rights as new human rights. Accepting animal rights as the next generation of (non)human rights would constitute a seismic shift and likely lead to the formation of a new (post-)human rights paradigm. Based on the indivisibility and interdependence of human and animal rights, this chapter proposes One Rights as a novel, holistic human rights paradigm for the Anthropocene.

4.1 Synthesis: Naturalistic and Political Justifications of Human and Animal Rights

The philosophical landscape of human rights features a great diversity of naturalistic and political approaches that put forth different foundational and practical justifications—and highlight various facets and functions—of human rights. Naturalistic conceptions are primarily concerned with the conceptual nature of human rights, the natural qualities of their holders, and the individual goods that rights protect. By contrast, political conceptions are primarily interested not in what human rights are, but in what human rights do. This functionalism adds a useful analytical...
layer for understanding and contextualizing the historicity, dynamism, and practical importance of human rights.

This book adopted a *pluralistic justificatory approach* to human and animal rights, reflective of their ‘heterogeneous conceptual pedigree’. It reviewed a wide range of naturalistic and political conceptions of human rights with regard to the animal question. A cross-cutting theme running through nearly all approaches is the explicit or implicit humanist tenet that human rights are believed to be rights of *humans*. Naturalistic conceptions arrive at this foundational justificatory nexus between human rights and humanity through different philosophical avenues, each identifying some aspect of *(unique or typical)* human nature as the rights-grounding feature. While human rights may appear definitionally exclusive of animals from the outset, a closer look revealed nuances of exclusivity across the spectrum of naturalistic theories, which yields more or less space for fitting animals into the human rights framework. This book distinguished two families of *(exceptionalist and non-exceptionalist)* naturalistic theories that differ in terms of their commitment or agnosticism towards the idea of *human exceptionalism* and, consequently, in terms of the *programmatic* or *incidental* nature of exclusivity. The first, more senior strand of naturalistic thinking is informed by old humanism and marked by a belief in human exceptionalism. The demarcation from and exclusion of animals is inscribed into the very fabric of exceptionalist accounts, because they rely on a conception of special human nature that stylizes human uniqueness. The second, more junior family of naturalistic theories expresses a new humanism that is indifferent to human exceptionalism. These non-exceptionalist accounts are only incidentally exclusive but potentially inclusive of—indeed conceptually necessarily open to—animals, because they rest on a more realist or materialist conception of typical human nature that is cognizant of humans’ animal nature and natural commonalities with other animals. Overall, the conceptual analysis has demonstrated that naturalistic theories of human rights are not homogenous in their exclusion of animals. Rather, exclusivity can be traced back to one particular strand of human rights theory that rests on an empirically unfounded belief in human exceptionalism, whereas a host of newer human rights conceptions are (perhaps) accidentally yet inherently inclusive of animals.

Political conceptions seek to emancipate human rights from human nature altogether, and instead give practical reasons for instituting human rights protections. This book has examined a range of practical reasons for extending human rights to animals, arguing that human rights are good for animals *(the principled argument)* and that animal rights are good for humans *(the prudential argument)*. The prudential argument responds to the prevailing *antagonistic intuition*, which assumes that animal rights will be bad for human rights and subscribes to the (erroneous) belief that withholding rights from animals will serve to safeguard human rights. Whereas

---


4See also Peters (2021b), p. 468 (concluding that ‘the human rights model holds some promise for animal rights, but its “fit” to animals depends on the moral justifications espoused for those rights’).
exceptionalist naturalistic accounts are conceptually invested in the ideology of human exceptionalism and in excluding animals, the antagonistic assumption reasserts human exceptionalism and exclusivity for practical reasons. Yet, as this book has argued, the antagonistic assumption is mistaken. In fact, the toxic ideology of human exceptionalism works to undermine rather than save human rights. Disrespecting animal rights is more likely to harm human rights, and respect for animal rights is more likely to benefit human rights. Accordingly, this book advanced a synergistic understanding of human and animal rights as mutually reinforcing and interdependent normative projects, for both socio-political and eco-prudential reasons. Humans and animals do not only share a similar human rights-generative experiential basis, but many forms of social injustice against humans and animals are further interconnected. Moreover, some of the gravest environmental human rights threats of our times are directly linked to our exploitation and extermination of animals. Integrating animal rights into the human rights mandate and protecting human and animal rights in tandem therefore appears to be the functionally better normative response to the human rights-relevant problems of discrimination, oppression, violence, dehumanization, as well as existential environmental and public health threats. While this book has placed much emphasis on the prudential (human-centric) argument, this is not to say that animal rights should be recognized purely or primarily for instrumental (anthropocentric or ecological) reasons. As the Ecuadorian Constitutional Court has recently reminded us, ‘animals should not be protected only from an ecosystemic perspective or with a view to the needs of human beings, but mainly from a perspective that focuses on their individuality and intrinsic value.’ Such is the naturalistic and justice-based case for animal rights: because and to the extent that nonhuman animals—as sentient, suffering, vulnerable, oppressed, exploited, and kindred beings—share the relevant human rights-generative features (be they natural qualities or experiences of social injustice), human and animal rights can be grounded in common justifications (be they naturalistic or political).

In conclusion, the in-depth analysis of naturalistic and political conceptions suggests that human rights and animal rights are not only conceptually related, but also practically interdependent, synergistic, and mutually beneficial. Notwithstanding their original humanism, human rights need not—indeed cannot and should not—be understood as an exclusive (human exceptionalist), but rather, as an inclusive (transspecies universalist) normative paradigm that is amenable to an extension across the species barrier. Indeed, a common theme emerging from the review of contemporary human rights philosophy is that the evolving notion of human rights implicitly yet increasingly moves towards the inclusion of animal rights. While animals may not as yet be on the radar of most human rights theorists, and not on the map of human rights law, the inner logic of human rights (both as regards the conceptual structure and political function) has an inherent potential to integrate and

---

protect animals as well. The only hard exclusionary moment is found in old humanism of the exceptionalist and antagonistic variant, which is increasingly anachronistic and problematic with regard to its excluding and harmful effects not just on animals, but also on humans. Human rights proponents would be well-advised to dispense with human exceptionalism as their ideological basis and to take animal rights seriously, if not for principled then certainly for prudential reasons.

Consequently, this book concludes that human rights can and should be extended to animals, and that animal rights ought to be recognized as new human rights. But what would follow from the acceptance of animals as the newest members of the human rights family?

4.2 Human and Animal Rights as One Rights

4.2.1 Defining One Rights

Recognizing animal rights as new human rights means that human and animal rights become part of the same family of fundamental rights—expressed here as ‘One Rights’. On this holistic understanding, human and animal rights are not simply independent instantiations of fundamental rights, but rather, kindred, indivisible, and interdependent rights.

The One Rights approach is a normative complement to the holistic One Health and One Welfare approaches. The One Health concept highlights that fundamentally ‘health means the same for non-human animals as it does for humans’, and One Welfare emphasizes that ‘the concept of welfare is identical when applied to humans or to non-human animals’. Moreover, both approaches acknowledge the interconnectedness and interdependence of human, animal, and environmental health and welfare. Along similar lines, the One Rights approach has a conceptual and practical dimension. It is meant to assert that fundamentally, the concept of fundamental (or ‘human’) rights has the same core meaning as applied to humans and animals, and moreover, that these rights of humans and animals are practically interdependent.

The One Rights approach, so understood, is the logical conclusion of the analysis presented in this book. As regards the conceptual dimension of One Rights, the review of naturalistic justifications has highlighted the conceptual indivisibility of human and animal rights. Fundamental rights of all humans cannot consistently be theorized without simultaneously providing fertile grounds for animal rights to grow on. As Paola Cavalieri puts it: on the very basis that establishes them, human rights are not human. This is because the same justificatory arguments underlying human

---

6Broom and Johnson (2019), p. 3.
7See e.g. Amuasi et al. (2020), p. 1469.
rights also drive us towards attributing rights to animals. Vice versa, Tom Regan asserts that the ‘theory that rationally grounds the rights of animals also grounds the rights of humans.’ In terms of their conceptual nature, human and animal rights are essentially the same kind of rights, grounded in the same justifications.

With regard to the practical dimension of One Rights, the review of political justifications has highlighted the practical interdependence of human and animal rights. Humans and animals—being part of the same planetary community, sharing many of the same environments, and often living in the same societies and political communities—are naturally and socially interdependent. It seems reasonable to think of human and animal rights, as normative protections of the natural and social preconditions for the enjoyment of rights, as equally interdependent. One Rights is sensitive to the socio-political and ecological interconnectedness of human and animal rights. In this vein—and set against the real-life backdrop of the Covid-19 pandemic and environmental crises—the Islamabad High Court recognized that animal rights have ‘a nexus with the threat to human existence’ and are an integral part of the human right to life, and thus affirmed the fundamental interdependence of human and animal rights.

Simply put, One Rights means that human rights are animal rights and animal rights are human rights. However, as the following will show, this simplified formula requires more nuance: some old human rights are animal rights and animal rights are a new generation of human rights. It is further complicated by the ambiguous and evolving terminology of ‘human rights’: in actuality, human rights are human and nonhuman animal rights, and animal rights in this broad sense are post-human rights.

4.2.2 (Some) Human Rights Are Animal Rights...

Costas Douzinas notes that once we question ‘the self-evidence of common sense, the intellectual reasons for creating human rights instead of rights for all living

---

10See also Cochrane (2013), p. 672 (noting that ‘human rights and the basic rights of other sentient creatures are not different in kind’).
11Islamabad High Court 21 May 2020, W.P. No.1155/2019, paras 3, 55–57 (deliberating animal rights alongside, and as integral part of, human rights and environmental protection. The Court notes that the existence and survival of the human species is dependent on other living beings, and that it ‘is, therefore, obvious that neglect of the welfare, wellbeing of the animal species, or any treatment of an animal that subjects it to unnecessary pain or suffering, has implications for the right to life of humans’. The Court further notes the link between violence against, and empathy for, humans and animals. In light of this, the Court concludes that any violations of animal rights also constitutes an ‘infringement of the right to life of humans’); for a discussion, see Stucki and Sparks (2020).
beings are not clear.\textsuperscript{12} One Rights marks a clear departure from the terminologically reinforced truism that human rights are (exclusively) human, and submits that some human rights are animal rights. That is, some of the fundamental rights that humans have are the same kind of fundamental rights that animals (ought to) have, in virtue of their shared rights-generative properties. In terms of the specification of animal rights, there is a range of existing (civil, political, and social) human rights that may be extended and adapted to animals,\textsuperscript{13} to the extent that animals display the prerequisite rights-generative interests, needs, vulnerabilities, or experiences of injustice. First and foremost, this includes the universal animal rights to life, bodily and mental integrity, liberty and freedom of movement, social and family life, freedom from slavery or involuntary servitude, and freedom from torture,\textsuperscript{14} cruel, or inhumane treatment.\textsuperscript{15} Furthermore, certain human rights may be extended to animals not because animals have an intrinsic interest in them, but because such instrumental rights function to better protect animals’ fundamental interests. This includes the right to legal personhood (the right to have rights),\textsuperscript{16} procedural rights such as the right to habeas corpus and access to justice, and possibly also some political rights ensuring that animals’ interests receive adequate political representation and consideration.\textsuperscript{17}

Recognizing animal rights as part of the human rights family does not mean that animals have all the same rights as humans, nor that all animals have the same rights as other animals.\textsuperscript{18} First, conceptual continuity certainly does not imply that human and animal rights are coextensive. Rather, animals’ rights must be differentiated in correspondence with animals’ specific capacities, interests, and (functional) needs.\textsuperscript{19} This means that many human rights are not animal rights, as animals do not need many of the rights that humans have, such as the right to freedom of religion or marriage.\textsuperscript{20} It further means that animals may need some additional, ‘zoo-specific’ rights that differ from humans’ rights, such as the ‘fundamental right to be born, to

\textsuperscript{13}See generally Stucki and Kurki (2020).
\textsuperscript{14}See e.g. Gardner (2008), p. 4f (noting that ‘the right not to be tortured may not be a human right. It is certainly true that all humans have this right, but arguably not only humans have it. If non-human animals have any rights at all, they have the right not to be tortured’).
\textsuperscript{15}See e.g. Donaldson and Kymlicka (2011), p. 49 (recognizing as core animal rights ‘a range of universal negative rights—the right not to be tortured, experimented on, owned, enslaved, imprisoned, or killed’).
\textsuperscript{16}See e.g. Wise (2010).
\textsuperscript{17}See e.g. Donaldson and Kymlicka (2011); Cochrane (2020).
\textsuperscript{18}See also Schulz and Raman (2020), p. 164f; Sunstein (2003), p. 401 (noting that the ‘legal protection to be accorded to animals does, of course, depend on the kind of creatures that they are ... the rights that animals deserve should be related to their capacities’).
\textsuperscript{20}See also Abbey (2017), p. 6 (noting that ‘no animal rights theorist says that all animals should enjoy all the same rights that humans should’).
live, grow and die in the proper environment for their species.\textsuperscript{21} Moreover, just as women, children, and persons with disabilities have a range of specific human rights,\textsuperscript{22} certain animals may have some specific group-based or relational rights that other animals do not have, depending on their natural constitutions and social contexts. For example, domesticated animals, who have been bred, utilized, and made dependent on humans for centuries, should be accorded certain relational positive rights such as a right to health care, food, adequate living, and shelter.\textsuperscript{23} Wild animals may require the right not to be domesticated and removed from their natural habitats\textsuperscript{24} or collective sovereignty rights. Furthermore, animals who continue to perform services for humans may acquire (non-exploitative) labour rights.\textsuperscript{25}

Overall, One Rights thus encompasses a normative continuum of \textit{shared} and \textit{differentiated} fundamental human and animal rights.

\subsection*{4.2.3 \ldots and (Human and Nonhuman) Animal Rights Are (Post-)Human Rights}

To be sure, recognizing animal rights as the next generation of (non)human rights will send ‘discursive irritations’ or ‘shockwaves’\textsuperscript{26} through the human rights universe—but such was and is generally the nature of old rights revolutions and new human rights evolution. Historically, fundamental rights were enjoyed by \textit{some} (free adult male) humans, but not by women, children, or (formerly) enslaved people.\textsuperscript{27} It took several rights revolutions for human rights to be extended to \textit{all} humans. Since the early formulations of the rights of \textit{man}, human rights evolution has been characterized by a ‘moral extensionism’\textsuperscript{28} and a ‘widening of the circle of

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Tercer Juzgado de Garantías de Mendoza 3 November 2016, Expte Nro P-72.254/15 (further noting that recognizing fundamental animal rights ‘is not about granting them the same rights humans have’); Peters (2021b), p. 469 (arguing that it ‘seems best to stop analogical thinking and design animal rights as animal rights, with their zoo-specific rationale and telos’).
\item See generally Donaldson and Kymlicka (2011) (distinguishing different types of relational rights for domesticated, wild, and liminal animals).
\item Corte Constitucional del Ecuador, Final Judgment No. 253-20-JH/22 (‘Estrellita Monkey’ case) of 27 January 2022, para 111ff.
\item See e.g. Cochrane (2023); Blattner et al. (2019).
\item Hoffmann (2006), p. 409.
\item See also Peters (2021a), p. 14f (noting the ‘contradiction between the universalist language and the exclusivity of rights holders’ of early human rights, which were reserved for the ‘privileged happy few’).
\item Vincent (2010), p. 146.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
rights holders—a gradual process of extending rights to formerly excluded groups. Today, some say the human rights ‘balloon’ is fully expanded or even overstretched, but surely those (nonhumans) who remain right-less would beg to differ. As Conor Gearty submits, there is no reason in principle why the ‘outward momentum’ of human rights should be ‘permanently blocked at a species barrier’. Just as old human rights have been formed in reaction to historical experiences of injustice and specific political threats to humans, new human rights continue to emerge as new (or entrenched) forms of injustice become more widely recognized or as novel threats to old human rights appear. Both these conditions for human rights (r)evolution are present with regard to animal rights: a growing awareness of animal injustice and the intersecting oppression of humans and animals, as well as an increasing interdependence of humans and animals in the face of new existential risks arising in the Anthropocene.

Extending human rights to animals would certainly mark a (non)human rights revolution, though in some respects, this may be less revolutionary than it appears. For one thing, (human) animals already have human rights, and in this trivial sense, human rights are naturally animal rights. Furthermore, in a legal sense, the human rights universe is already populated by nonhuman right-holders, notably corporations, which are entitled to (some) international and constitutional human rights protections. In a philosophical sense, recognizing nonhuman animals as a new class of right-holders is but a progressing continuation of the natural rights and human rights tradition. But in a more profound sense, the nonhuman rights revolution has paradigm-shifting implications for the concept of human rights. It marks an ‘animal turn’ or ‘posthuman turn’ in human rights, after which human rights are no longer human, but more-than-human rights—they are (human and nonhuman) animal rights.

On a conceptual level, One Rights generally and fundamentally means that human rights are not (just) human rights at all. Rather, we need to rethink the

31Gearty (2009), p. 182; D’Amato and Chopra (1991), p. 51 (noting that against the historical backdrop of a widening circle of rights-holders, ‘there is nothing strange about recognizing the rights of whales – creatures that are more animate than corporations, more communicative than infants and mentally enfeebled persons, more communal than the society of nations, and perhaps more intelligent than the smartest human beings’); Singer (2011), p. 124 (arguing that ‘if ethics grows to take into account the interests of all sentient creatures, the expansion of our moral horizons will at last have completed its long and erratic course’).
32See e.g. van den Muijsenbergh and Rezai (2012); Isiksel (2016, 2019); Khoury and Whyte (2021).
34On the paradigm-shifting sense of normative revolutions, see Peters (2015), p. 25f.
concept of human rights as a larger category of (human and nonhuman) animal rights, and actual human rights as a subset of animal rights. Accordingly, the term ‘human rights’ becomes a misnomer, and we may need to ‘recast the nomenclature of “human” rights’.35 Just as the historically antecedent ‘rights of man’ have been replaced by the more (women-)inclusive term ‘human rights’,36 perhaps the phrase ‘human rights’ should now be retired to make way for a more (animal-)inclusive notion of (human and nonhuman) animal rights.37 What results from the deconstruction of human rights, then, is not their destruction, but their reconstruction as a wider set of human and nonhuman animal rights. In this sense, human rights turned into (human and nonhuman) animal rights are post-human rights—not ‘rights of posthumans’, nor an anti-humanist regression, but rather, a post-humanist progression of human rights.

4.3 One Rights as Holistic (Post-)Human Rights Paradigm for the Anthropocene

What this book set out to do was the deconstruction of (old) human rights and their reconstruction as (human and nonhuman) animal rights under a holistic One Rights paradigm. The themes of this book are part of a larger conversation about shifting legal paradigms, and emerging post-humanist paradigms, in the Anthropocene.38 Law is traditionally and unapologetically configured as an ‘essentially human institution’.39 It is a decisively ‘anthropocentric institution’ that is not only made by and enacted through humans, but also centres on the (rational) human as its (main) legal subject and entrenches the primacy of human interests over virtually all other concerns.40 This old ‘juridical humanism’—expressive of anthropocentrism and human exceptionalism—belongs to the hallmarks of Western legal culture, but

37See Edmundson (2012), p. 158; D’Amato and Chopra (1991), p. 27 (noting that ‘the phrase “human rights” is only superficially species chauvinistic. In a profound sense, whales and some other sentient mammals are entitled to human rights or at least to humanist rights — to the most fundamental entitlements that we regard as part of the humanitarian tradition’); Cochrane (2013), p. 659, proposes the term ‘sentient rights’ and submits that human and animal rights are part of a ‘shared scheme of “sentient rights”’; Fasel (2019), p. 158, proposes the term ‘fundamental rights’ to describe both human and animal rights.
38See e.g. Deckha (2021).
40Deckha (2013), p. 784, 813; see also Corte Constitucional del Ecuador, Final Judgment No. 253-20-JH/22 (‘Estrellita Monkey’ case) of 27 January 2022, para 75 (noting the ‘marked anthropocentrism’ of modern law, whereby ‘the human being has been considered the center of all legal expression’).
is increasingly seen as problematic and anachronistic.\textsuperscript{41} The growing discontent with traditional humanism is fuelled by the insight that ‘Anthropocentrism is inextricably connected to the rise of the Anthropocene’.\textsuperscript{42} Enabled by a permissive legal system, unrestrained human dominance over the natural world has grown into a full-blown planetary crisis. Perhaps the ‘silver lining to the onset of the Anthropocene’ is that it has opened up the ‘discursive space’ necessary for critically re-examining and reconfiguring the law.\textsuperscript{43}

Francesca Ferrando submits that posthumanism (in the sense of \textit{post-anthropocentrism})\textsuperscript{44} is ‘the philosophy of our time’ and the philosophical approach that best suits the ‘geological time of the Anthropocene’.\textsuperscript{45} Indeed, in order to resolve the monumental problems that have been facilitated by \textit{anthropocentric humanism}, it seems warranted to foster normative paradigms of a \textit{post-humanist, post-anthropocentric} nature. Posthumanism proposes a ‘new way of understanding the human subject in relationship to the natural world’,\textsuperscript{46} one that abandons or softens ‘the idea that humans are a superior species in the natural order’.\textsuperscript{47} Whereas anthropocentrism postulates the ‘centrality and privileged position of humanity vis-à-vis the rest of the world’,\textsuperscript{48} post-anthropocentrism asks us to decentre the human and to consider ‘the pluralistic symphony’ of human and nonhuman voices that have been silenced and excluded by old humanism.\textsuperscript{49}

Human rights is one such paradigm that needs to be modernized to better fit the new reality and challenges of the Anthropocene. Posthumanist ideas have already infiltrated into human rights discourse.\textsuperscript{50} Efforts to rethink the traditionally humanist institution of human rights through a post-anthropocentric lens range from

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{41}Pietrzykowski (2020), p. 249 et passim; see also Koskenniemi (2020), p. 424 (noting that ‘No myth has enchanted modern lawyers more deeply than the Promethean one about humans taking nature for their use. It is time to let go of that myth’).
\item \textsuperscript{42}Ferrando (2019), p. 103f; see also Lewis and Maslin (2015), p. 178 (noting that ‘More widespread recognition that human actions are driving far-reaching changes to the life-supporting infrastructure of Earth may well have increasing philosophical, social, economic and political implications’).
\item \textsuperscript{43}Gellers (2021), p. 1.
\item \textsuperscript{44}While ‘posthumanism’ is an umbrella term that covers a variety of philosophical movements—including variants of trans-, post- and antihumanism (see Ferrando (2013), p. 26)—it is here taken to indicate a rejection of traditional humanism—which is by definition anthropocentric—and thus understood as ‘post-anthropocentrism’. See generally Bolter (2016), p. 1; Ferrando (2019), p. 24 (‘Posthumanism is a “post” to the notion of the “human,” located within the historical occurrence of “humanism” ... and in an uncritical acceptance of “anthropocentrism”’); Wolfe (2010), p. xv (noting that posthumanism ‘is only posthumanist, in the sense that it opposes the fantasies of disembodiment and autonomy, inherited from humanism itself’).
\item \textsuperscript{45}Ferrando (2019), p. 1, 22.
\item \textsuperscript{46}Bolter (2016), p. 1.
\item \textsuperscript{47}Miah (2008), p. 72.
\item \textsuperscript{48}Kotzé and Villavicencio Calzadilla (2017), p. 402f.
\item \textsuperscript{49}Ferrando (2019), p. 103.
\item \textsuperscript{50}See e.g. Baxi (2009), p. 197ff; Grear (2018).
\end{itemize}
‘greening’ old human rights (what might be called ‘environmental human rights law’)\textsuperscript{51} to recognizing rights of nature, which may be considered the ‘epitome’ of non-anthropocentric rights approaches.\textsuperscript{52} Animal rights, too, fall squarely into this category of post-humanist rights that seek to overcome the ‘anthropocentricity of “human” rights as such.’\textsuperscript{53} Although human rights—and law at large—will realistically always retain a certain degree of anthropocentrism, Catherine Redgwell notes that traditional humanism is being displaced by a ‘dilute anthropocentrism’ that recognizes the ‘interrelatedness and interdependence of the natural world of which human beings form a part.’\textsuperscript{54} This book has tentatively furnished a post-humanist, post-anthropocentric, post-human rights paradigm—one that emancipates human rights from its exceptionalist foundations, includes nonhumans, and is sensitive to the interdependence of humans, animals, and their shared environment. And while beyond the scope of this book, the One Rights approach could (and perhaps should) also accommodate the rights of nature.\textsuperscript{55} Indeed, integrating human, animal, and nature rights under a holistic One Rights framework might be considered the next logical step, and may be an important topic for future research.

Jack Donnelly notes that human rights ‘ultimately rest on a social decision to act as if such “things” existed—and then, through social action directed by these rights, to make real the world that they envision.’\textsuperscript{56} We, as a society and global community, have long decided to treat human rights as exclusive things, created by and for humans. Yet, our commitment to human exceptionalism has forged a real world that is inhospitable to many marginalized humans, and will likely become inhabitable for large portions of humanity unless we embark on a ‘dramatic change of direction’.\textsuperscript{57} For human rights—and humanity—to survive in the Anthropocene, we need to let go of traditional human rights exceptionalism or ‘supremacism’.\textsuperscript{58} As this book has sought to show, embracing a more inclusive version of (post-)human rights as (interdependent human and nonhuman) animal rights promises to achieve better rights-protective outcomes for humans, animals, and their shared planetary home. Indeed, One Rights may help us link up into a true ‘planetary community’,\textsuperscript{59} governed by a post-anthropocentric human rights culture.

\textsuperscript{51}See Knox (2021), p. 785.
\textsuperscript{53}von Arnauld et al. (2020), p. 3; see also Schweitzer (2021), p. 29f (noting that ‘law itself seems to be increasingly turning against its anthropocentric foundation as more and more court rulings recognize the legal personhood of animals’ and that animal rights ‘may appear as a posthumanist approach to law in that they are capable of decentering “the human”’).
\textsuperscript{54}Redgwell (1996), p. 73 (further noting that this ‘Weak anthropocentrism is less hierarchical and does not perceive the non-human world solely as a means to a human ends’).
\textsuperscript{55}On rights of nature, see generally Boyd (2017); Kotzé and Villavicencio Calzadilla (2017); Houck (2017).
\textsuperscript{56}Donnelly (2013), p. 22.
\textsuperscript{57}Boyd (2019), p. 20.
\textsuperscript{58}Kymlicka (2018).
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